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DONALD

R. BANKS

Our 2004 Carroll county Annual Report is dedicated to Donald R.
Banks, our County Treasurer.
Donald, a Freedom resident and a life-long Republican leader in
Carroll County, was elected Carroll County Treasurer in 1993 and
served in that capacity until a medical incident, following a
meeting with President George W. Bush on August 30, 2004
forced his retirement.
Donald was a Special Deputy for the Carroll County Sheriffs
Department from April 2, 1980 until August 30, 2004.

We are sad for our loss of this special person that graced our lives
for many years, but proud to dedicate our 2004 Annual Report to
Donald R. Banks for his commitment to better government.
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CARROLL COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

Annual Report
The team of Commissioners worked diligently to provide the very best of services to the
County of Carroll in 2004.

The budget process had its usual “speed bumps”, but through it all our employees
continued to provide the very best of services to those who were their responsibility.
The final jail construction issues were completed satisfactorily because of the diligence
of the Commissioners, the Correctional Maintenance Supervisor, Joe Boyd and Edward

O’Brien, Granger President. This was a long and frustrating process but with very positive
results for our state-of- the art correctional facility.
Amy Morin of Eaton became our Tax Collector for Hale’s Location where we, the
Commissioners, are the Selectmen according to law. We consider Amy one of our 2004
blessings.
In June All-Ways Wrecking demolished the 1860 jail and the Alms House. This was a
remarkable process to watch from the historical construction perspective.
We began the leg-work to have our entire county complex internet connected by cable.
Presently the cable company does not provide service connections on Route 171, thus
making it impossible for the county to update.

Nancy Wiggin became the Director of Nursing at Mountain View Nursing Home. Rob
Horace became the Food Service Director for Mt. View Nursing Home after we
terminated the contract with our long time food service company. We are all happy to
welcome these compassionate and caring professionals to our Team.
On a happy note, we had Bill and Debbie Allen’s wedding performed in one of our
beautiful county fields during the summer.
We want to thank all of our dedicated staff, employees, Department Heads and press
who show their support and commitment to county government.
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OFFICE OF THE COUNTY ATTORNEY
ANNUAL REPORT 2004
2004 was the second year of my third term as County Attorney. As always jit
has been challenging. The felony criminal caseload continues its yearly increase, and
includes personal and property crimes, physical assaults, sexual assaults, burglaries,
possession of child pornography and other on-line computer based crimes.
This office continues to work closely with law enforcement and | am
appreciative of all the officers hard work and dedication to doing a good job. They have
a difficult and demanding job on the front line as ambassadors, peace|keepers and are
sometimes the ones in harms way protecting the rest of us. | appreciate their hard and
often dangerous work. Thank you for working with us in a partnership.

The year brought with it the demolition of our old office building, the Alms
Building, and we are now located on the second floor of the Carroll County
Administration Building. This space is light, warm and appropriate for the Office of the
County Attorney. We were able to move all the files and have ample storage in a secure
setting for all the cases that were stored on the third floor in the old building.
The office has again suffered from a loss in personnel as Lisa Drescher left for a
better paying position in Hillsborough County, and William Pate left for a better paying
position in Rockingham County. | was fortunate to hire Matthew G. Stachowske and
Rena M. DiLando as my new assistants. Matt has brought considerable skill and
knowledge to the office. He is a great asset and | am thankful for his hard work and
professionalism. Rena is a brand new lawyer with this being her first year of practice but
she practices with the confidence of a veteran. She too has been a great addition and a
good fit in the office.
My position continues to be defined as part-time.
There have been no other staff turnovers, Betsy Rand continues in her position
of holding the office together. She monitors the office expenditures and conscientiously
runs the office with the taxpayers best buy for the dollar in mind. She has remarkable
organizational skills and a dedication to her job that is unparalleled. She is our command
central and the person who holds us all together.

Melissa Smith remains in her position as a full-time assistant. Her skills have
grown in case analysis and she provides support to all the lawyers in case management
and office procedure. She is a positive, smart and terrific personality. We are fortunate to
have her.
Karen Hebert, the Victim/Witness Advocate has been with the office for eleven
years, and advocates for the victims in our cases with a focus that is truly commendable.
Her considerable expertise and knowledge is invaluable. Her work is recognized and
appreciated statewide and in the national network of victim/witness advocates.
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| am fortunate to have this dedicated staff. The work we do is often hard,
disturbing and draining. | appreciate their work, their dedication and their humor. The
County is fortunate to have them.

The primary function of the County Attorney’s Office is to prosecute felony and
some misdemeanor level offenses committed in the County.

In 2004, the Carroll County Attorney’s Office docketed 300 new felony
indictments (up 8.7%) and more than 62 misdemeanor informations (up 21.6%), on 146
new defendants. In addition to felony trials, the office continues to represent the citizens
of Carroll County at hearings including, but not limited to, violations of probation,
misdemeanor appeals, annulments, deferred/suspended sentence motions, and multiple,
varied other matters.
In 2004, my office handled a total of 1216 cases, prosecuting
cases against 556 total defendants. This represents a 13.4% increase in caseload over the
previous year involving 5.9% more defendants.
Not all cases handled in 2004 have been resolved; some are currently pending
disposition. However, 760 cases (up 4.5%) were disposed of, and include the following

categories of disposition:

Guilty by Jury Trial
Guilty by Bench Trial
Guilty by Plea Agreement
Not Guilty by Jury Trial

CHARGES/CASES
20
0
161
10

Not Guilty by Bench Trial
Mistrial
Dismissed
Nolle Prosse
Remand
Declined to Prosecute
No True Bill
Defendant Deceased
Post-Conviction Pleadings
Violations of Probation/Court Order
Other
Failed to Appear
Transferred
Agreement
Withdrawn

0
2
8
108
5
76
os
0
174
75
18
63
10
|
Zo

TOTAL

760

DEFENDANTS
9
0
93
6

0
1
7
59
5
76
2
0
136
50
17
33
10
|
20
527 (some
defendants had
multiple resolutions.)

Moreover as required under RSA 7:38, | hereby provide full statistics (14 of 15
police departments reporting) regarding crimes and will include such recommendations
as the public good requires:
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CRIMES REPORTED IN CARROLL COUNTY

DURING 2004

Accomplice Liability

TO

rraua

2

Arson

14

‘Fugitive from Justice

6

Assaults

Assault, 2™ Degree

376

15

~~Habitual Offender

10

Harassment

Attempted Simple Assault
Attempted Burglaries
Attempted Thefts
Bad Checks
Burglaries
Child Abuse/Neglect
Child Pornography, Possession
Computer Crimes
Conduct After Accident
Conspiracy
Criminal Mischief
Criminal Threatening
Criminal Trespass
Cruelty to Animals
Disobeying an Officer
Disorderly Conduct
Drugs/Narcotics
Drunkenness

4
5
6
304
313
7
4
5
22
8
660
189
Wb #
1
34
39
294
83

DWI/2"4/Agg.

410

Thefts

Embezzlement
Endangering Welfare
Escape
False Imprisonment
False Pretense/Swindle
False Report
Felon in Possession Firearms
Forgery

3
5
3
4
115
9
2
28

Trespass of Real Property
Unauthorized Use of Vehicle
Unsworn Falsification
Vandalism
Violation of Protective Order
Weapons Possession
Wire Fraud
Witness
Tampering

52

Hindering Apprehension
Identity Fraud
Indecent Exposure
Intimidation
~Kidnapping
Murder & Non-Neg. Homicide
Negligent Homicide
Obstructing Report of Crime
~Perjury
Possession of Alcohol
Prohibited Sales
Receiving Stolen Property
Reckless Conduct
Resisting Arrest
Robbery
Sex Offenses
Shoplifting
Stalking

1
13
3
36
4
1
2
a
1
270
:
29
16
19
4
84
9
18

1044

Total:

65
17
1
116
20
15
1
2
4998

It should be noted that these statistics only cover reported crime and their
accuracy depends on many factors, such as the methods used to record the data and the
definitions of the crimes. As is true with all statistics, this data should be viewed with
caution and common sense.
Respectfully submitted,
Robin J. Gordon

Carroll County Attorney
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CARROLL COUNTY VICTIM/WITNESS ASSISTANCE
ANNUAL REPORT, 2004
In 2004, Victim/Witness Assistance of the Carroll County Attorney’s Office
provided services to 451 crime victims: 327 in open cases; 102 in post-conviction
proceedings; 8 in District Court cases; and 14 in cases not yet referred for prosecution.
Out of all the crime victims served in 2004, 168 were victims of violent crimes. There

were 42 children who were victims in cases this year.
As | look back at the cases that were prosecuted this year, | realize how many
of them stand out, for two very different reasons.
Foremost, there were many people |
assisted this year who were victims of horrific violent acts. Attempted murders, felony
assaults with deadly weapons, and sexual assault. Some of these people sustained lifealtering injuries and medical bills that they will never be able to pay. In one case of
robbery, where the offender had been missing for 24 years, the victims still experience
feelings of terror and trauma when they think of the incident that happened to them 24
years later. The impact of violent crimes on people is significant, and most of us do not
realize all the different ways crime can affect someone unless you really listen to them.
As a part of my job, | offer support to crime victims and spend significant time listening
to what they are going through as a result of the crime. | try to find resources and
information to help them while the case is prosecuted.
The other reason some cases stand out to me this year, is the length of time it
has taken to prosecute them. A handful of cases have been pending in court now for
two or more years. There are numerous reasons why scheduled hearings and trials are
continued, many out of our control.

The Superior Court is overwhelmed with cases to

schedule. Criminal, civil, marital and equity cases are all heard before one judge, and the
Court continues to not hold jury trials during three to four months of the year due to
budget cuts. Cases that are given priority for trial are for those defendants who are
incarcerated.
Other cases have to wait. In addition, the Court will typically grant
defendants continuances when they request them.
Since crime victims do not have
legal standing in criminal proceedings, they have very little say over the scheduling.
|
often hear their frustration about the process, as some feel the process is re-victimizing
them. Victims are constantly aware that the case is still pending, not knowing if they will
have to come to court and testify or not.
This is especially harsh on young children.
Victims are also waiting for a hopeful conviction so that restitution for damages and outof-pocket expenses they incurred as a result of the crime can be paid for by the offender.
As an advocate for crime victims, | spend most of my time talking them,
educating them about the criminal justice system, and then keeping them informed
about the status of their case. | find most peopie know very little or nothing about the
justice system, and are sometimes surprised by the difference in their rights versus the
rights of the accused. These people have always been grateful to me for the information
and support | give them, whether or not the outcome is everything they hope for.
Without the assistance of the Victim/Witness Assistance Program, | firmly believe that
people would never understand or know what happens in the system or with their case.
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In 2004, there were also a few outreach activities | participated in. In April, |
was invited to become a member of the NH Disaster Behavioral Health Response Team.
In response to September 11", the NH Department of Health & Human Services, formed
five regional Teams in the State to respond to large-scale disasters. The Teams are
comprised of behavioral health and human service professionals who will provide
behavioral health services directly to local communities during the acute and recovery
phases of a disaster, coordinating their efforts with local municipal and voluntary
agencies. | attended training and joined the regional team that covers all of Carroll and
Coos Counties.
In August,

| attended

the National

Organization

for Victim Assistance

30"

Annual North American Conference, held in Sacramento, California, where | presented

two workshops: Victim-Offender Dialogue and Active Listening Skills. | received positive
feedback from attendees regarding both workshops.
The development of the Child Advocacy Center of Carroll County has been
extraordinary, as | continue to facilitate the process, as Chair of the Board of Advisors.

Support for the project, which
being physical and/or sexually
the group created a model and
begin operations in the summer

will assist children in our County who are suspected of
abused, has been remarkable. Over the course of 2004,
made decisions on key developmental issues and plan to
of 2005.

In relation to the Child Advocacy Center project, | was invited to attend the
National Children’s Alliance National Chapter Summit in Baltimore, Maryland in
September, as one of two representatives from New Hampshire. We discussed current
issues regarding the National Children’s Alliance, Regional Child Advocacy Centers and
member

programs

Focus

was

given

to

communication

campaigns, _ training,

accreditation, technical assistance and funding.
In December, | joined a team of eight professionals from Carroll County, to
attend a Child Abuse and Exploitation Team Investigative Process Training in Portsmouth,
NH. The training was sponsored by Fox Valley Technical College and the Office of
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention.
This intense training focused on team
building exercises for professionals working on investigations and evaluations of child
abuse cases.
| continue to serve as a member of the Attorney General’s Task Force on Child
Abuse & Neglect, the American Professional Society on the Abuse of Children and the
National Center for Victims of Crime.

| greatly appreciate the support | have received from numerous people in the
past year, and | look forward to continuing my work and activities in 2005.
Respectfully submitted,

Karen E. Hebert, Coordinator

Victim/Witness Assistance Program
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SHERIFF’S OFFICE REPORT
Pursuant to RSA 30:1 and RSA 104:31-a, | hereby submit my annual report of
activity conducted by the Carroll County Sheriffs Office and Carroll County
Communications Center for the year 2004.

Once again, both the Carroll County Communications Center (dispatch), as
well as the Carroll County Sheriffs Office (Deputy Sheriff's and Clerical) had a very busy
year, and performed their respective duties with proficiency, dedication, and detail.
| am responsible for separate budgets for the Communications Center and
Sheriffs Office Operations.
| will speak first of the doings of the Communications
Center, then move on to the activity of the Sheriffs budget for 2004
Communication Center:
The Carroll County Communications Center is a full service, twenty-four hours a
day, seven days a week emergency communications center which serves 23 Police
agencies, and 25 Fire/EMS agencies.
The communications center is supervised by
Wendy Sargent, and she is assisted by Mark Lessard.
In addition to the two
communications
supervisors,
there are a total of nine additional
full-time
communications specialists, specifically, Jayson Andrews, Melissa Canty, Erin Foley,
Jonathan King, Tracy Libby, Rebecca Pickering, Susan Robbins, Sarah Elliott and Lisa
Wallace as well as three part-time communications specialists, William Riley, Jamie-Lynn
Sheehy and Christopher Szatynski.

Throughout 2004 the Carroll County Communications Center continued to
provide an excellent job to those they service.
These dedicated professionals
demonstrate daily a steady calm in the face of confusion. All the while, these
communications specialists continued to provide timely, professional and courteous
service to our customers, the public safety agencies, and you, the public. 1! remain
grateful for the strong relationships which exist between the New Hampshire State
Police, New Hampshire Fish & Game, Local Police agencies, as well as both the "Ossipee

Valley" and "Mount Washington Valley" Mutual Aid Fire Associations.
A point explained in last years annual report, and one that | would like to revisit
for a moment, was the gift donated to the Carroll County Communications Center in
2003 from the Ossipee Valley Mutual Aid Association. The Ossipee Valley Mutual Aid
purchased the necessary equipment for a third dispatch position which costs $23,500.00.
That equipment was installed in early 2004, and has proven to be a valuable addition.
As 2004 drew to a close, we made yet another improvement to the Communications
Center by upgrading our dispatch monitors to "touch-screens." This upgrade is expected
to allow the communications specialists to answer their radios faster, thus providing our
customers even better service in the future. This upgrade will now provide a choice to
simply touch the screen monitor in order to transmit over the radio, no longer having to
position the pointer icon on the computer screen via mouse to the respective circuit in
order to transmit over the radio.

12
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Communications activity during 2004 was as follows:
e

e

303,651 radio transmissions, as compared to 253,808 in 2003

88,509 telephone messages taken, as compared to 54,695 in 2003
2,090 Fire Calls received, as compared to 1,961 in 2003
1,988 Rescue Calls received, as compared to 1,961 in 2003
77,143 Calls for Service issued, as compared to 60,213 in 2003
91,174
transactions
made
within
the SPOTS
(State Police
On-line
Telecommunications System) completed during 2004, as compared to 82,242
in 2003, and,
The required time to make these entries was 71,003 man-hours, as compared
to 63,500 man-hours in 2003.
[Special Note] These entries of transactions
include such information as the running of a person's motor vehicle record,
licensing information, criminal record checks, administrative messages to other
law enforcement agencies and the like.

| commend and appreciate all their hard work.
Communications Center staff for a job well done!

| further congratulate the entire

Moving on to Sheriffs Operational doings for 2004:
Civil Division:
The Civil Division is supervised by Sergeant Domenic Richardi, and includes
Corporal Thomas Riley and Deputy Brittany Perley. The Civil Division is responsible for
the timely service of Civil Process throughout Carroll County. During 2004, there were
2,353 requests for civil process to be served as compared to 2,184 during 2003. This
resulted in revenue in the amount of $65,000.00 being collected and turned in to the
Carroll County Business Office which ultimately acts to offset the amount of taxation
required to pay for my annual operating budget.

Also working within the Civil Division are two administrative assistants, Teresa
Shackford and Kellsi Downs.
Beyond processing the civil process in, which includes
processing the court returns of service required for each document then completing the
billing information after it's been served,
they each transcribe mountains of taped
interviews. They each provide a very important and vital role within the agency.
Criminal Division:
The Criminal Division is supervised by Corporal Michael Santuccio, and
includes two additional detectives, Michael Bedley, Glenna Heath-Roberts and Special
Deputy Robert Lottero.
The primary responsibilities of these three people are to
investigate felony level crimes throughout Carroll County. Our criminal division also
works very closely with and enjoys a strong working relationship with the New
Hampshire Attorney General's Office. During 2004, our criminal division was involved in
approximately 84 criminal investigations.
Warrant and Transportation Division:
The Warrant and Transportation Division is supervised by Sergeant Timothy
Thompson, and includes Deputies Scott Frost, Penny Frechette, Special Deputies Wesley
Scolaro and O. Jonathan Saxby.
This was the first full year of the Warrant &
Transportation Division as its own entity. As was explained in last years report, this
division was created in order to make the best and most productive use of our resources.
13
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During 2004 there were 1,106 individuals moved who were being detained.
These numbers are broken down by the following: 943 prisoners transported from a
place of confinement to a court hearing as compared to 859 in 2003. There were 123
juveniles transported from a juvenile place of confinement to a court hearing as
compared to 82 during 2003. There were 40 Involuntary Emergency Hospitalizations
[IEA] transports completed in 2004 as compared to 55 in 2003.
In addition to the transportation of prisoners, there were a total of 304 people
arrested during 2004 as compared to 173 in 2003.
Court Security:
The Sheriffs Office provides all court security to the Carroll County Superior
Court, Carroll County Probate Court as well as the screening of all people who enter the
Carroll County Court House. The people conducting business within the Carroll County
Court House and facility were kept safe daily throughout 2004 by James Dwyer, Anna
Lord, Robert Meserve, Ronald Morin, Cheryl Hart, Forrest Perkins, William Saunders and
Lewis Williams. A great job by one and all.
In addition to the above divisions, my second in command, Captain Jonathan
Hebert does a magnificent job keeping our operations running smoothly, as well as
keeping me briefed to the information currently on going. It is important that time is not
lost by taking unnecessary steps, or repeating steps already completed.
Like an
experienced traffic cop, Jon keeps the information flowing to the proper people, and
keeps things moving forward.

This is the first full year since | placed Sergeant R. David Meyers in a support
position. Sergeant Meyers is in charge of all things related to Information Technology
(IT). With the exception of lap-tops, Sergeant Meyers builds all of our computers from
scratch, resulting in saving the taxpayers a lot of money. He also built our computer
network which works flawlessly. Sergeant Meyers is responsible for doing all software
upgrades, hardware repairs, and installing any new computer related equipment. He has
also been to numerous training classes, ultimately certifying him as a Computer Forensic
Technician. The benefits of this service to local law enforcement are discussed below.*

With each year that passes, both strategies and techniques continue to improve
policing. In order to be successful, as with anything in life, we must make every attempt
to stay ahead of the curve with both training and equipment. It has been my desire to
offer the law enforcement community throughout Carroll County services to make their
jobs easier, all the while providing our constituents the best return on their investment.

As an example, beyond the anticipated daily routine law enforcement services
provided by this Office, we also offer the following specialized services:
>

Narcotic Canine Tracking: During 2004, our canine ("Edge") became certified
through the Working Dog Foundation in detecting narcotic drugs.
More
specifically, the drugs are Ecstasy, Cocaine, Heroin, and Marijuana. Edge and
his handler, Deputy Perley are currently in certification training for tracking
people, and anticipate this certification for that discipline during 2005.

14
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>

Computer Forensics:* We are very fortunate to have a certified computer
forensic technician as one of our Sergeants. The ability to analyze the hard
drive of a computer in-house for evidence of illegal computer activity is a very
welcome service to the local law enforcement agencies as needed. Prior to
offering this service, the average wait for this type of evidence analysis retrieval
typically would range from 18 to 24 months. Typically, Sergeant Meyers has
approximately a two week turn around for such material.

>

Traffic Accident Reconstruction a/k/a TAR.
Through the purchase of a
TOPCON Total Station, this Office now provides law enforcement agencies
throughout Carroll County accurate scaled diagrams of serious motor vehicle
accidents, as well as serious crime scenes. Through the implementation of this
equipment and technology, our team will partner with local law enforcement
agencies throughout Carroll County in 2005 and beyond, resulting in a whole
new level of accuracy and professionalism in the end product. To me, this is an
exciting time in law enforcement. | look forward to seeing this Office continue
to embrace technology, as well as continue to become more professional as
the years continue.

Following my report is a detailed accounting of the activities of 2004 from the
Communications Center, Civil, Criminal, and Warrants & Transportation Division(s). |
respectfully encourage you to read each of these reports for more detailed information
concerning the doings of each of these Divisions from their respective supervisors.
This Office continued to receive funding from the United States Federal
Government in 2004 in order to perform a proactive law enforcement patrol within
certain areas of the White Mountain National Forest system. Each year this patrol
typically occurs from Memorial Day to Columbus Day between the towns of Conway
and Lincoln. Heavy emphasis of deputies' time was concentrated along the Kacamagus
Highway to slow down the speed, and thereby reduce the exposure of motor vehicle
accidents.
Consistent with my commitment during my initial campaign and subsequent
three re-election campaigns for Office, | feel that in-service training of staff is paramount.
Throughout FY 2004 a sample of the in-service training by deputies included: First Line
Supervisor, Bad check & Fraud Investigations, Polling Place Inspection, Civil Process, FN
303

Less Lethal Launch, Tactical Pistol Course, Disguised Weapons, PBT, Hostage
Negotiation, Handling Calls with Mentally Ill, Night vision Techniques, Patrol Force with
K-9, Concealment Areas in Vehicles, Detecting the impaired driver, Riot Control,
State/Local Anti-Terrorism, Top Con Station, Basic Drug Investigation, Interview &
Interrogation,

Basic

Police

Prosecutor,

Dust

&

Bust,

Voices

Photography, AG Task Force on Child Abuse, Incident Command,
Investigation,

Automated

Forensic

Tool,

ICAC

Investigation

of

Justice,

Digital

Forfeiture/Financial

Techniques,

Basic

Data

Recovery, Tactical Pistol Course, MV & Criminal Code Update and Shot Gun Instructor,
as well as various statutory law updates at NH Police Standards and Training.

As demonstrated by the activity numbers at the beginning of this report, both
public safety agencies as well as private citizens throughout Carroll County continue to
look to the Carroll County Sheriffs Office for help with an array of problems. It remains

15
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my goal that this Office shall continue throughout 2005 being a valued support resource,
while providing a high level of service to our citizens, visitors, fire departments, and law

enforcement agencies in any way we can, in both a timely and professional manner, as
needed throughout Carroll County.

Honorable Mention:
At the conclusion of 2004, three of our valued, long-time members

resigned.

The first was Robert ("Sgt. Bob") Meserve. Bob has served the citizens of Carroll County
since before this Office went "full-time" in 1967. During his years with this Office, Bob
worked for four High Sheriffs, and had racked up his law enforcement career with an

astonishing 42 years of service with this Office. Well Done! The second employee to
resign was Special Deputy Sheriff Donald Banks. Don came to the Sheriff's Office in
April, 1980 after retiring as a full-time fire fighter in Massachusetts. With his resignation
from the Sheriffs Office Don leaves us after completing twenty-four years. The final
resignation comes from John E. Smith. John came aboard June, 1987. John leaves us
after completing 16 years of service with us. Each will be greatly missed. All are wished
the very best with their future endeavors.

| would like to end this report similar to those of previous years.

First, | am blessed to enjoy
staff.

an exceptional working relationship with my entire

From Captain Hebert, to our Administrative Assistants, and each of the Sergeants,

Corporals, Deputies, Bailiffs, and Communications Specialists.
Their work product,
coupled with their energy and commitment to excellence, is second to none! Each of
them makes me very proud.
Second, at the conclusion of the Year 2004 my budget projections came in as
expected.
Third, most importantly, | wish to thank you for the confidence you have placed
in me as your Sheriff. It is very gratifying to have so many of you continue to place your
faith in both my staff and me.
| also appreciate and thank all the law enforcement agencies with which we
work, and most of all, you, the general public, who have taken such an interest and given
such strong commitment of support to the Carroll County Sheriffs Office.

It has been, and continues to be, my honor to serve as your Sheriff. As my staff
and | together strive to offer, each day, better service, please know that it is your interest,
your support, and your vote of confidence that makes this work! It does not go
unnoticed and is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely yours,
Scott A. Carr
Sheriff
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CHIEF DEPUTY’S REPORT
Every day the men and women of this office go to work in our community and handle
everything from serving civil process, transporting prisoners, securing the courts, serving

warrants and handling criminal investigations. As well as these day-to-day services, we
need to prepare for those not so routine situations from homeland security, to
environmental disasters. | am please to report that the entire staff has completed 1284
hours of continuing education this year. The state requirement is every officer must
attend 8 hours of training to maintain his or her certification. Upon review of only the
deputies training hours, | found that on average our deputies completed just over 70
hours of training.
Attached you will find the reports of each of the division supervisors as well as the
overall statistics for this year. | found our overall incidents were up 10.4 percent. Our
arrests were up 3.8 percent.

| would like to thank all of the members of Carroll County Sheriffs Office for their
continued hard work and dedication

Respectfully submitted,
Capt. Jonathan H. Hebert
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OCCURRENCE (s)
NEGLIGENT MANSLAUGHTER
KIDNAPPING/ABDUCTION
FORCIBLE RAPE
SEXUALASSAULT
FORCIBLE FONDLING
AGGRAVATEDASSAULT
SIMPLEASSAULT
INTIMIDATION
BURGLARY / BREAKING AND ENTER
THEFT FROM BUILDING
THEFT FROM COIN-OPERATED MACHINE
THEFT FROM MOTOR VEHICLE
THEFTOFMOTORVEHICLEPARTS
ALL OTHER LARCENY
MOTPORSVERICLETHEFT
COUNTERFEITING / FORGERY
FALSE PRETENSES / SWINDLE
CREDITCARD/AUTOMATICTELLER
IMPERSONATION
EMBEZZLEMENT
STOLEN PROPERTY OFFENSES (OTHER)

DESTRUCTION/DAMAGE/VANDALISM

DRUG / NARCOTIC VIOLATIONS
PORNOGRAPHY/OBSCENE MATERIAL
WEAPON LAWVIOLATIONS
BAD CHECKS
DISORDERLY CONDUCT
DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE
DRUNKENNESS
FAMILY OFFENSES, NONVIOLENT
LIQUOR LAW VIOLATIONS
RUNAWAY
TRESPASS OF REAL PROPERTY
ALL OTHER OFFENSES
TRANSPORTS BY-LAW OFFENSES

Total Occurrences

PERCENTAGE

0.10 %
0.10 %
0.30 %
0.10 %
0.20 %
0.20%
1.30%
0.70 %
0.60 %
0.50 %
0.10 %
0.10 %
0.10%
0.30 %
0.20 %
0.10 %
0.50 %
0.10 %
0.10 %
0.10 %
0.10'%
1.10%
0.20 %
0.10 %
0.10 %
3.40 %
0.20 %
Hj
DHWFnnaDnaaeaoiw
hws
“Una
0.30 %
0.60%
0.10 %
0.50 %
0.90 %
0.60 %
4.70 %

81.50 %
100.00%
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CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION

DIVISION REPORT 2004

The Criminal Investigation Division has had a very busy year and we continue
to work with all law enforcement agencies within our county. It is the responsibility of
the Criminal Investigations Division to investigate felony level crimes within the county.
We have conducted numerous Multi-Jurisdictional investigations of our own and assist

other Law Enforcement agencies. For the year 2004, we have investigated approximately
84 felonies.
The Criminal Investigation Division consists of Detective Michael Bedley,
Detective Glenna Heath-Roberts, and myself. Detective Bedley transferred in from the
Warrant Division earlier this year and brings a good working knowledge of the County
and a knack for locating people. Glenna Heath-Roberts comes to us this year from Alton
PD with 1 2 years of experience with extensive training and experience in accident

reconstruction, juvenile crimes, as well as sexual assaults.
We continue to be busy with investigations within the community. With the
increased availability of technology such as computer and cells phones we are seeing
that many of the investigations in the county cross through multiple jurisdictions. Being
able to pool resources from different law enforcement agencies throughout the county
has proven invaluable in solving many high impact crimes within the county. With all our
success this year | look forward to this type of multi-agency investigation cooperation to
continue well into the future.
My first year as the supervisor of the Criminal Investigations Division has been
an eye opener. Captain Jonathan Hebert and Sergeant David Meyers have offered
guidance and support whenever called upon. The Civil Division and Warrant Division
have always been there to lend a helping hand. | have found myself being pulled all over
the state and in one case ending up in New Jersey to interview a victim. Detectives

Bedley and Heath-Roberts have also put in numerous hours being pulled away from their
families. | cannot thank them enough for their dedication to this job. With the help of all
these people, we are able to succeed.
Along with working with law enforcement agencies within our county, we
continue to have a good relationship with the New Hampshire Attorney General's office.
This speaks highly of the skills within this agency at all levels.
With the continued support of Sheriff Carr, the guidance of Captain Jonathan
Hebert, and the dedication of everyone at the Sheriff’s Office, this division will continue

to be successful.

Respectfully,
Detective Corporal Michael Santuccio
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COMMUNICATIONS

CENTER REPORT

As we continue to strive for communications

perfection, the growing call for

our services makes this, sometimes, an overwhelming task. 2004 saw us through one of

our busiest years yet, as the call volume and population continues to grow. To facilitate a
smoother dispatch experience Sheriff Can has once again attempted to make all of our
lives better by installing four additional phone lines. The additional lines were installed to
make sure no one would receive a busy signal when calling the Communications Center.
Sergeant Meyers has upgraded our computer software to make things run smoother, and
will be replacing two very quickly out dated computer brains.
The new third console that was installed this year and continues to be a benefit
we cannot live without. Many times we have seen all three terminals busy and the
phones continue to ring. Not only is our call volume up but we have also taken on the
additional tasks of assisting the County Attorneys office and the Probation Department
by running criminal histories for their ongoing court cases. The amount of work this
entails is enormous, and is reflected in the increased volume in the spots activity.

We would like to thank everyone who assists us in our every day activities,
without your support and assistance our job would that much harder to do.
Respectfully,
Wendy L. Sargent
Communications Supervisor
Call totals 2004

2003
60,213
253,808
54,695

2004
77,143
3,65301
88,509

Fire Department tones

L9t2

2,090

Rescue Squad tones

1,961

1,988

Calls for service
Radio Transmissions
Phone calls received

New Hampshire State Police SPOTS terminal totals
Transaction hours
Total transactions

63,500
825543
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CIVIL DIVISION REPORT
The Civil Division has had another busy year in 2004. We have continued to serve the
public in a very professional and courteous manner.
| want to thank all the Deputies who have performed the duties of civil process. The
amount of Writs having to be served has continued to increase.
These processes have time constraints and many times the Deputies have to do extra
work to locate individuals who move around a lot. They continue to do an exceptional
job both in time and successful service.

| would like to thank all the Deputies at the Sheriffs Office with assisting in getting the job
done in regards to all aspects.

| want to thank Teresa Shackford and Kellsi Downs for doing an outstanding job in
processing the writs and billing. They also completed a large amount of transcriptions for
the Detectives, and outside agencies during the year. Their dedication and hard work are
greatly appreciated.
Captain Hebert has given me support and guidance when needed. He is here to assist in
any way that he can. Thank You.

Sheriff Carr continues to do what he can to have the Sheriffs Office grow. He is still
dedicated
You.

as a leader to us at the Office, and to the People of Carroll County. Thank

Respectfully Submitted,

Domenic M. Richardi
Sergeant
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The Civil Division served a total of 2353 civil writs in 2004. The specific breakdown is
as follows:
Bulky Attachment
1
Completion
74
Demand for Rent
65
Notice to Quit
Landlord & Tenant Writ
Mechanics Lien

tz
146
2

Motion
Petition

4
419

Order of Notice
Other
Out of State Service
Restraining Order (Equity)
Small Claims Complaint
Subpoena
Trustee Attachment
Writ of Attachment
Writ of Possession

361
25
190
12
167
122
7
fz
48

Writ of Replevin

11

Writ of Summons
Writ of Execution

454
41
2355

Through the above, the Civil Division turned over a total of $65,000.00 to the Carroll
County Commissioners General Fund account from revenue received from the services
of civil process. As of December 31, 2004, the Civil Division maintained 5371.00 on
hand

and

$6,849.65

in the bank.

There

remains

owed a total of $2,394.00

outstanding invoices.
From Writs of Execution the Sheriffs Office collected a total of 597,054.88, from that
amount, $4,41 1.38 was turned over to the County as fees.
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WARRANT AND TRANSPORT DIVISION REPORT
In the year 2004 the Sheriffs Office transported 1106 individuals who were
detained in or committed to a Jail/Correctional facility, Juvenile Detention Facility, or
Psychiatric Facility. This transportation could be for anything from a Court hearing,
psychiatric examination, start of a sentence, or a simple medical/dental procedure. In
cases where the transported subject is to be returned to the facility, much of the time a
Deputy is required to stay with them and maintain security of them. This is an increase of
110 persons over the 2003 statistics where 996 persons where transported by this
Office.
A total of 304 persons were arrested on Civil Warrants, Criminal Warrants, as
well as offenses, which occurred in the presence of the Deputies. Despite this, the
agency still has on file 993 active Civil and Criminal warrants. Civil Warrants where the
individuals live out of state are beyond the jurisdiction of the Civil Orders of Arrest, and
thus this Office. Unlike a Criminal Warrant where a person may be arrested in a foreign
(outside New Hampshire) jurisdiction, a person who has had a Civil Warrant issued
against them cannot be arrested as fugitives from justice as the charges are civil in
nature. In the event that persons move back into or are found within the State of New
Hampshire they are then arrested and brought back before the Court. We encourage
anyone with information on the location of a person who is known to have a civil
warrant to contact the Sheriff's Office.

The agency continues to excel under the leadership of Sheriff Carr, and Captain
Hebert both of who continue to demonstrate integrity, honesty, and loyalty to the
people of Carroll County, providing them outstanding law enforcement services. A
personal thank you to the Deputies, the Administrative Assistant staff and
Communications Specialists who make life on the road more productive for the
Deputies.

Respectfully Submitted,

Sergeant Timothy F. Thompson
Warrant Service and
Transportation Division
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JAIL AND HOUSE OF CORRECTION

REPORT 2004

2004 brought to close our first full year of operation in the new facility, which opened in
late 2003. It has been a very busy year and trying at times. It has been a learning and
growing experience for all those involved.

This past year FYO4, we saw an 81% increase in males as well as a 59% increase of
females booked. Bookings in general were up 78%. The total number of days served saw
an increase of 53% from last year.
In reviewing the data we collect for this report we have noted some

increases from

2003. There was a 59% increase in motor vehicle, drug and alcohol related crime.
Violent crime such as assault and related offenses increased 47% and there was a 50%

increase of property related crime offenses.
| would like to thank the employees of the Jail and House of Correction for their loyal
and dedicated service during 2004. We could not and can not get this job done with out
you all.
| would be remiss if | also did not thank the County Commissioners, other County
Administrators, Carroll County Sheriffs Dept. and State and Local Law Enforcement
agencies for their support and understanding during this first full year of operation.
Respectfully Submitted
Dennis Robinson Director
Carroll County Department of Corrections
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THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF ALLEGED CRIMES COMMITTED BY INMATES
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MOUNTAIN
Mountain View has
Medicaid residents.

103

beds
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VIEW NURSING
it is licensed

to care

HOME
for Medicare

Skilled

and

Presently there are 24 private paying residents and 79 Medicaid residents. Our daily
room rate was $140.00. Our daily Medicaid reimbursement rates were as follows:
August 2003 $123.79; February 2004 $127.13 and August 2004 - $125.21. Our daily
room rates changed on January 1, 2005 to $160.00 and our new Medicaid rate will be
$124.54 on Feb. 1, 2005.

We admitted 49 residents and there were 17 deaths or discharges, and 2 respite cases.
Our census ran at 96.7 occupancy rate, which is considered very good. We billed out
9,643 private pay days, 26,032 Medicaid pay days, 671 Medicare Skilled days and there
were 1,352 empty bed days.

Our Dietary Department served 193,921 meals. These meals served are broken down as
follows: Nursing Home

Residents, Guests and Volunteers 113,857, Nursing Home and
other county employees 19,995, and Department of Corrections 60,069. The Director,
Mr. Rob Horace has installed a new computerized dietary nutritional management
system, which will provide better cost control, quality and better efficiency in the
preparation portion control and meal service. The system enables them to manage the
therapeutic diets by automatically providing a nutrient analysis of all foods and diets
served. The county made the decision to discontinue its relationship with Fitz Vogt, the
food management company for the past 10 years, while we were able to retain the
director Rob Horace and save funds on the management fees.

The Activity Department and residents enjoyed the newly installed air conditioning in our
large school bus, when they traveled to the mall, restaurants or other sites during our hot,
humid summer.
The Activity and Dietary Department hosted a resident and family picnic last summer
and over 100 guests attended. The department hosted two large fund raisers, the
summer yard sale and the Christmas craft fair. These two events raised $4,000 which was
used to fund special events at the home, purchase Christmas gifts for all residents and
pay for musical entertainers.
Our Nursing Department perseveres in its recruitment of RN’s, LPN’s and LNA’s. There is
a national shortage of health care workers (particularly registered nurses). We have
begun to use Medication Nursing Assistants MNA’s, to help with the administration of
certain medications. MNA’s are LNA’s who have satisfactorily completed a 72 hour
course approved by the Board of Nursing.
As part of our career ladder program, we are financially assisting 3 staff members pursue
RN degrees. Also, we have trained a number of LNA’s to be LNA II’s, which means they
can provide certain technical treatments to help alleviate some of the LPN or RN’s from
performing these clinical treatments.

The department purchased a new Apollo tub for the B Wing which replaced the worn
out Century tub. The department spearheaded the publication of the facility cookbook
28
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entitled “Through the Years Cook Book”. All departments contributed special recipes to
fundraise to refurbish and decorate our tub room.
Being at the center of the delivery of clinical care, the nursing department monitors and
responds to the “Quality Indicator’ which CMS, the Center of Medicare Services
publishes on the Internet Web Site. This “QI” identifies clinical areas and compares
nursing home both within our state and nationally. The “flagged” items serve to draw our
attention to key areas in order to improve our delivery of care.
The state survey team cited us for 7 deficiencies during the annual survey.

The county also decided to sever its ties with Healthcare Services, a housekeeping
management firm which had been with us for 12 years. Unfortunately, the home was not
allowed to retain the services of its manager.
The home received $348,000 in Proportionate Share Payments PSP, and it also received
$635,075 in the form of Medicaid Quarterly Incentive Payments, called MQIP which
served to reimburse us for the Medicaid underpayments over the past 2 years.

The nursing home was built in 1967 and we are bursting at the seams due to the lack of
space. We hope the county hierarchy will begin to explore plans for either a major
renovation or the construction of a new nursing home which our residents deserve.

We can expect to see a movement to provide a mid level of care such as assisted living
in New Hampshire in the next few years as the baby boomer population and the over 85
age group increases.
We continue to be grateful to the Carroll County Taxpayers for their continued financial
support, and to our County Commissioners, State Representatives, Staff, Friends,
Volunteers, for the support throughout the year.
Respectfully,
Gregory F. Froton
Administrator
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CARROLL COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES
2004 ANNUAL REPORT

To the Carroll County Commissioners
The Human Service Department's primary responsibility continues to be the monitoring
of and accounting for the funds expended for the local unit share of the cost of Old Age
Assistance, Aid to the Permanently and Totally Disabled, Elderly and Adult Services, and
Board and Care of Children. The county also shares some programmatic responsibilities
with the state in the area of Board and Care of Children.

The staffing of the department remained unchanged—Forrest Painter remained in his
position as director and Stephenie Milbury and Lisa Howard remained in their respective
clerical/assistant positions.

The expenditures for Old Age Assistance (OAA) and Aid to the permanently and Totally
Disabled (APTD) showed a slight increase in expenditures. Both are a result of changes in
the recipient population, as there were no programmatic or assistance level changes.
The expenditures for Elderly and Adult Services (DEAS) increased slightly over 2003. As
Medicaid payments for room and board to nursing homes are level funded, the increase
has to be attributable to increasing case numbers as well as increases in HCBC and
provider payments.
As in 2003, the department recorded revenue associated with the DEAS account. There
were two sources for the revenues. The first resulted from an adjustment in the Federal
Medical Assistance Percentage. The Jobs and Growth Tax Relief Reconciliation Act of
2003, signed by President Bush effective May 23, 2003 increased the federal share of
nursing home care from 50% to 52.95%. Consequently, the county share of the nonfederal portion was reduced from 25% to 23.525% (the state of New Hampshire shares
in the non-federal portion). However, the program ran for only half the year as it
terminated June 30. The second source of revenue was the county share of drug rebates
that the State of New Hampshire received from the prescription drug companies. It is
anticipated that the drug rebates will continue into 2005.

The expenditures for Board and Care of Children, which had been showing a steady
decline for several years returned to the level of funding that we were experiencing in
the several years leading up to 2000. The county has been fortunate the last several
years in having lower case numbers and less expensive placements.
In addition to monitoring and accounting for funds, the Department administered the
grant program to provide incentive funds for Juvenile Prevention Programs. The grant
funds are provided to the county through the state general fund. The County receives
Grant applications and a panel of eight reviews the proposals and makes funding awards.
The panel members for this review cycle were: for the Carroll County Delegation,
Representative Carolyn Brown; the County Commissioners, Marge Webster, David
Sorenson, and L. Randy Lyman; for the State of New Hampshire, Eileen Mullen-Kennedy,
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André Blaise, and Justine Oktavec. The position of the eighth member, elected at-large
by the other seven, was filled by Chief Scott Kinmond, Moultonborough Police
Department.
Respectfully submitted,

Forrest W. Painter

Director of Human Services.
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REGISTRY OF DEEDS REPORT
The Registry’s actual income for 2004 was $1,288,323.00 (including surcharge
of $50,031.00) which represents $17,746.00 under projected income of $1,306.070.00.
In

2004 the “labor intensive” services of the Registry - Recording
Customer Copying ($121,610.00) and FAX Services ($11,025.00)
produced a total income of $847,913.00. Commission collected on sale of Transfer Tax

($715,278.00)

Stamps was $384,2589.00 up from $309,013.00
$6,117.00 up from $5,974.00 in 2003.
Document

docket count as of December

in 2003.

Bank interest earned was

31, 2004 was 25,089 a decrease of

3,813 from 28,902 for the year 2003. A chart showing the Instrument Count by town
provides an opportunity to compare activity. Bear in mind, the chart includes all types of
documents not just deeds and mortgages. A separate chart shows a break down , by
town,

of Mortgages,

Deeds,

Foreclosures,

IRS Liens

and

Financial

Statements

(UCC

Forms). As | write this report, the traditional real estate market in Carroll County appears
to be somewhat uncertain. National news reports indicate a declining economy. It is
therefore very difficult to predict the future for 2005.
As paragraph two indicates the Registry Staff is kept busy with our basic
services. However, at the same special projects are also being performed. At present
we are restoring plan books due to continuous wear and tear. We have taken on the art
of restoring them. Currently we have constructed some new bindings and are in the
process of creating new plan book covers to help preserve our County’s historical plats.
We have discovered the resources we need to achieve lasting quality bindings and
covers that we can do ourselves to customize our needs, while saving costs.

The public

is now able to access on our computer system 2055 books plus the grantee and grantor
indexes from 1962 to date. We plan to continue scanning the remaining 329 books as
our busy schedule permits in hope of completing the project by the year 2007. The
books which remain to be done include a period of photostated copies and in the early
1800 era handwritten books. Both of these require special attention and time in order to
obtain good, readable pages. We are also copying the older day books which were dotmatrix computerized. The pages are being recopied onto archive paper and put into
hard cover books in order to preserve them.
| wish to express my sincere appreciation to my Deputies, Office Staff and the
County Business Office for their splendid support, as well as the courtesy shown to me
by the County Commissioners and members of the Delegation.

Respectfully submitted,
Lillian O. Brookes

Register of Deeds
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CARROLL COUNTY REGISTRY OF DEEDS
COUNTS FOR 2004-01-01 TO 2004-12-31
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A RESOLUTION
HONORING THE 220" ANNIVERSARY OF THE OFFICE OF THE REGISTER OF DEEDS
WHEREAS, IN May 1768, Governor Wentworth and the Colonial Assembly pro[posed
the formation of five counties in recognition of the inefficiency resulting from the great
distances between the wilderness of New Hampshire and the provincial capitol of
Portsmouth; and
WHEREAS,

Governor Wentworth stated, “the current court system serves as a source of

great inconvenience and expense for the inhabitants of New Hampshire;” and
WHEREAS, Governor Wentworth expressed the need for extension of the law and
services into the far reaches of the province to “prevent people from degenerating into a
wild, loose, ungovernable state;” and

WHEREAS, on April 29, 1769, the Royal Council gave their consent to the Governor and
the Legislature of New Hampshire to create county government; and
WHEREAS, King George gave his permission
Hampshire on March 19, 1771; and

for the creation

of counties

on

New

WHEREAS, the Constitution of the State of New Hampshire, Part Second, Article 71, was
amended on October 31, 1783, creating the Office of the Register of Deeds; and

WHEREAS, to this day, the registries work in partnership with the government of the
State of New Hampshire to collect the Real Estate Transfer Tax and make the information
which they control more accessible to the public; and

NOW, THEREFORE,

I, CRAIG

do hereby honor THE
DEEDS.

220

BENSON, GOVERNOR
ANNIVERSARY

OF THE

of the State of New Hampshire,
OFFICE

OF THE

REGISTER

OF

Given at the Executive Chamber in Concord, this twenty-fourth day of November, in the
year of Our Lord two thousand and three, and the independence of the United States of
America, two hundred and twenty-eight.
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A UNIVERSITY of NEW HAMPSHIRE
jl = COOPERATIVE EXTENSION
UNH COOPERATIVE EXTENSION, CARROLL COUNTY OFFICE
2004 REPORT
The mission of UNH Cooperative Extension is to provide New Hampshire
citizens with research-based education and information, enhancing their ability to make
informed decisions that strengthen youth, families and communities, sustain natural
resources, and improve the economy. This past year, Carroll County UNH Cooperative
Extension Educators continued to serve Carroll County residents and non-residents in the
following program areas: Agricultural Resources and Environmental Stewardship,
Nutrition

Connections,

Family

& Consumer

Resources,

Forest

Resources,

Family

Life

Skills and 4-H Youth Development.
Ann Hamilton, Extension Educator in Family & Consumer Resource offers
educational programs on safe food handling, enhancing job skills of early childhood
professionals, taking care of children and managing personal finances. In 2004, 235 food
Programs
service employees attended workshops on safe food handling practices.
outbreaks
illness
foodborne
of
causes
reported
focused on the most commonly
attributed to food service establishments: improper cooling, failure to hold food at the
proper temperature, and poor personal hygiene. An additional 92 food service workers
received national food safety certification.
Early childhood professionals in New Hampshire are required to have 6 hours
of training on child development topics on a yearly basis. In response to the need for
training, UNH Cooperative Extension collaborated with Lakes Region Child Care
Resource and Referral, Wolfeboro Area Children’s Center and the Wakefield Child Care
Workshops included
Center to offer workshops for early childhood professionals.
and ways to
behavior
of
guidance
development,
and
growth
child
on
information
improve school readiness skills. Seventy-one early childhood professionals representing
90 facilities attended one or more workshops. Participants were responsible for taking
care of 593 children. A total of 207 training hours were issued for use towards licensing
requirements.
Diane Gilmore, Family Lifeskills Program Coordinator, assists families involved

with the New Hampshire Employment Program. She works with the Temporary Aid to
Needy Families (TANF) recipients by providing a 90 hour curriculum of study covering
topics in money management, parenting, nutrition, personal skills development as well as
building self confidence and support networks within a work simulation model.
Graduates are better equipped to enter the work force and be more productive
members of society.
Joanne Knowlton, Educational Program Coordinator, Nutrition Connections,
provides educational programming in the areas of nutrition, food budgeting, supermarket
shopping skills, food safety and the benefits of exercise to limited resource groups and
individuals. Nutrition for youth is addressed by utilizing USDA Team Nutrition materials
and curricula as well as a variety of other programs in schools and child care centers.
Nutrition for seniors is addressed through the specially designed NutriNews newsletters
and Planning Ahead, Staying Ahead for seniors. There are several nutrition courses
available for adults, including a home-study course and opportunities for a variety of
workshops. Specialty programs include food safety training for food pantry volunteers,
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the Great Beginnings curriculum for pregnant teens, youth and adult gardening projects
and nutrition training for child care providers.
During the past program year, over 70 adults participated in nutrition lessons,
either in a series or in a single meeting. Five day care providers completed the CARE
Connection Program, addressing nutrition needs of young children and basic food safety.
Two hundred and fifty adults and youth received lessons and information on physical
activity, and 210 students pre-school through grade 2 received a series of nutrition
lessons.
Dorothy Burrows, Extension Educator, 4-H Youth Development, continues to
provide educational programming to youth throughout Carroll County. The 4-H Youth
Development Club Program in Carroll County is active with 30 community based and
family 4-H Clubs. Approximately 200 youth were involved in the 4-H Club programs in
2004. Twelve new volunteers completed the 4-H Leader training process.
The following three special 4-H projects that took place during the past year:
Students from the Brett School in Tamworth and Moultonborough Academy participated
in a Conservation Field Day held for seventh graders at Camp Belknap in Tuftonboro.
There were eight workshop sessions relating to a wide variety of topics, including deer
ticks, West Nile virus, water quality, soil profiles, forest management, aquatic
invertebrates, and fish and wildlife in New Hampshire. Approximately 125 students and
teachers took part. Students from the vocational center in Wolfeboro and Conway were
involved in workforce preparedness activities with the 4-H Educator and practiced
presentation skills as well as resume writing and interviewing skills. Two thirds of the
students reported feeling more comfortable about making presentations and presenting
themselves for job and college interviews after completing this process. Twenty-five
students completed a babysitting classes held at the Ossipee Central School.
Tina Savage, Extension Educator for Agricultural Resources and Environmental
Stewardship has primary responsibility for programs involving livestock management and
fruit and vegetable management. She also oversees the Veggie Volunteer Program
maintained by Master Gardeners. Programs geared towards livestock producers helped
them adopt nutrition plans specific to farm needs, analyze the cost of production,
increase productivity, and manage pastures for nutritive value and retention of beneficial
species. Educational assistance was also provided to fruit growers to help them manage
orchards by adopting pruning techniques to improve fruit production and reduce pest
and disease pressure. Five credits to use toward pesticide applicator re-certification were
offered through trainings geared towards fruit, vegetable and flower producers.
It was another successful year for the Veggie Volunteer Program. Ninety-four
volunteers learned about farm operations and contributed 800 volunteer hours by
picking vegetables donated by the Sherman Farm in East Conway. An estimated $15,000
worth of free vegetables were distributed to Ossipee Concerned Citizens, Agape Food
Pantry, Madison

Food Pantry, Conway

Dinner Bell, Gibson Center, Vaughn Community

Service, and Sunbridge Nursing Home.
Peter Pohl, Extension Educator, Forest Resources, has the primary responsibility
of assisting the private forest landowners in the county to manage their forest land using
sustainable forest management practices. A healthy forest ensures the future of our
forest economy, an attractive landscape that supports our tourist industry, and the
protection of our wildlife, forest and water resources. To accomplish these objectives,
Peter works with individuals, municipalities, organizations, forest industries and members

of the logging community.
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The forestry sub-committee of the Mount Washington Valley Economic Council
(MWVEC) continues to work on the forestry cooperative idea. This is designed to utilize
locally grown timber products in local construction projects. The intent is to increase the
value added component to our local forest economy. In addition, this committee has
researched the value of municipalities owning property. They have examined a number
of towns and have developed a case that illustrates the value of municipal ownership not
only for revenue generation but for the retention of open space and the rural character
that everyone cherishes. Meetings with the selectmen in the towns throughout the
MWYVEC area have been held to share the results of their findings and to urge towns to
expand their ownership and engage in responsible forest stewardship of this acreage.
Peter continues to participate in the logger certification training program. He
instructs the Fundamentals of Silviculture course. This is one of the required core courses
that teaches the logging community the art and science of managing a forest.
The UNH Cooperative Extension staff is committed to addressing Carroll
County’s critical and emerging issues in partnership with the University of New
Hampshire. This collaboration involving Cooperative Extension, academic programs and
research combines UNH’s diverse resources needed to address Carroll County's
economic, social and environmental challenges.
Respectfully submitted,
Ann Hamilton

County Office Administrator
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the Delegation

FEBRUARY 9, 2004
Carroll County Administration Building
Present: Representatives Philbrick, Derby, McConkey, Mock, Merrow, Brown, Kenney,
Olimpio, Stevens, and Babson. County Commissioners Webster, Lyman, and Sorensen.

Representative Philbrick opened the meeting, as the Chairman and Vice Chairman were
absent, at 9:00 AM. He said that the minutes of 12/17/03 need to be amended to include
the amount $344,251 to the motion about Hale's Location. Rep. Stevens made the

amendment

as follows: to approve the Hale's Location financial appropriations of

$344,251. Rep. Merrow seconded the motion, and it carried.

Rep. Philbrick opened the budget hearings with the Conservation District presented by
Ed Person. He handed out the abbreviated form requested by Rep. Dickinson earlier. He
explained what they do and how they spend the money they get. Rep. Mock questioned
whether money from the Moose Plate Grant could be used to hire personnel. In response
to a question from Rep. Olimpio, he said that they underestimate their income from
bulbs, etc. to meet the budget.
The RSVP budget was presented by Bernadine Jesseman. She presented an updated
handout, saying that her budget request was level funded at $24,000 from the county.
She said that their units of service was up to 50,719.
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Peter Pohl said that he welcomed this opportunity to talk about the UNH Cooperative
program with the delegation. He said that there was a 9% increase in their request,
mostly for an updated phone system and painting the first floor. When asked, he said that
if he had to make cuts, it would be in the painting. He explained some of the
expenditures and answered questions about the number of staff. Rep. Babson said that
he thought that the county should control the secretarial salaries, not the University. The
question of whether a longer lease would be better was discussed. Com. Sorensen said
that UNH would not sign a longer lease. It was also suggested that the Cooperative
Extension turn back any surplus, not carry it over to give a more realistic budget.

Don Banks presented the Treasurer's budget. He said that he is requesting an additional
$750 be added to his $4000 salary, because he will have increased duties for Hale's
Location. Vehicle registration and fire and ambulance services will be done by other
communities, as they have been in the past. Com. Lyman said that the Commissioners
were not opposed to the raise, but the discussion would be appropriate in May when the
salaries for elected officials come up. She said that all increases would be charged back
to Hale's Location. Rep. Babson said that this is taxation without representation. Com.
Lyman responded that this is controlled by RSA for unincorporated places; and that is
the way the residents of Hale's Location want it to be.
Maryellen LaRoche submitted the Carroll County Health and Home Care Services
budget request. She said that her budget is level funded at $40,000. She said that it is a
very difficult year, because the state is paying less. They rent space in the new building
in Tamworth where CAP is.

Discussion of the Commissioners' budget began with a discussion of initiating a Capital
Reserve to take care of major expenses. There seemed to be general agreement that this
would be a good idea. Much of the 19.4% increase in the budget was attributed to the
increase in taxes paid to the town of Ossipee after the reevaluation. To questions about
the expense of employee health insurance, Com. Webster said that the employees are
sharing the cost of the insurance, by paying 28% of the cost. Increases in the
Administration building are for new furniture for the County Attorney's office and paying
a 40 hour/week cleaning person. The high cost of electricity was attributed to the pumps
used to run the sewer system. Part of the backhoe cost is contained in this budget, while
the rest is divided up among the other users. Rep. McConkey was told no when he asked
whether there would be dumping from outside the complex. The water system is
operated on user fees, not county money. Rep. Babson asked that the water revenue be
listed separately. Com. Webster said that in two years an enterprise system would be set
up. Rep. Babson said that he would like to be able know which department pays what
amount. Rep. Philbrick said that he would like to have those figures for the next meeting.
Lillian Brookes the Registrar came in to discuss her budget. Several representatives
praised her work. To Rep. Babson's question about why she was underestimating
revenue, she replied that it is very difficult to predict what will happen.
Rep. McConkey made a motion to go into Convention. Rep. Merrow seconded the
motion, and it carried. Rep. Stevens made a motion to amend the minutes of December
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17, 2003 to include the amount of $344,251. Rep. Merrow seconded it, and the motion
carried.

Rep. Stevens made a motion to come out of Convention. Rep. McConkey seconded it,
and the motion carried.
Rep. Merrow asked that an approximate ending time be put on the agendas.
Rep. Babson asked about Rep. Hatch's request for a list of all the checking accounts the
county has. When the Comm. has passed out a list of accounts from the auditors, the
Rep.'s found that it did not meet their purpose. Rep. Olimpio made a motion that they
be given a list of all the accounts, showing the type of account, the amount of interest,
and the balance as of January 1, 2004. Rep. Stevens seconded the motion, and it carried.

Rep. Merrow made a motion to adjourn. Rep. Brown seconded the motion, and it
carried.

Respectfully Submitted,
Donald R. Philbrick

FEBRUARY 16, 2004
MOUNTAIN VIEW NURSING HOME
Present: Representatives Patten, Chandler, Philbrick, Brown, Derby, Stevens, Kenney,
McConkey, Merrow, Mock, Olimpio, and Babson. County Commissioners Webster,
Sorensen, and Lyman.

Chairman Patten opened the meeting at 8:50A.M.

Because of a family emergency, Forrest Painter presented the Human Services budget
first. He explained what all the initials in the budget items stood for and what the
amounts were used for. There are no revenues in this department.
County Attorney Robin Gordon presented the Attorney's Budget. She passed out a graph
showing that the number of cases and the county population are going up. There will be
expenses connected with moving to the Administrative Building. She is asking for a new
part-time administrative assistant, which was not approved by the Commissioners.
Initially the person is needed to move all the boxes of files to the new building. She said
that she has applied for a grant for violence against women. She explained that the
reason the Criminal Case Expense is down is that she has been able to use experts who
are state employees. Rep. Mock said that although the amount of money is up, the cost
per case is down. She said they are also trying to save money by using CD's rather than
copies. Rep. Mock asked how many people are in the jail that has been there over a year
without a trial. The answer

was two.

In each of the budgets presented, there were

questions about the high cost of the medical insurance. Each time the response from the
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Commissioners was that these are the actual figures for the employees. Rep. Chandler
asked for a breakdown of the insurance costs. Rep. Babson said that he wants to see it
on paper. Rep. Chandler also asked to see the County Attorney's requested budget.
Karen Hebert presented the Victim/Witness budget request. She thanked the delegation
for the part-time secretary approved last year. She asked to have that person's pay raised
to $10.00 an hour for twenty hours a week. She requested $500 to purchase a locked
storage cabinet. In response to a question from Rep. Mock, Karen said that Other Fees
and Services included cleaning, photocopying, computer repait, and postage. The
Revenue is $25,000 from the Victim/Witness Grant.
Sheriff Scott Carr said that his budget is much the same as last year's, so he talked about

the differences. The employees will all get a $1.00 raise on April 1st. He has budgeted
for one additional deputy and one more dispatcher. He plans to replace the vests of all
the Officers. They will also be getting a canine, which is trained to search for people and
sniff drugs. A number of questions were asked about the use and need for the dog. In
response to questions about the Dispatch budget, Sheriff Carr said that Other Fees and
Services included internet access, console maintenance, paging, security monitoring,
and air conditioning. Rep. Babson asked for a separate computer breakdown. Rep.
Philbrick was told that the reason the insurance did not go up as much as others is that
they get their insurance through the Teamsters Union. In response to a question about
why the writ fees were behind, he said that they wait until there is a reasonable amount
to deposit. In response to other questions, he said that they would be adding an
additional

vehicle,

Bailiffs are

$65

a day, and

he estimated

the income

on

the

conservative side.
The Director of the Jail and House Of Corrections Dennis Robinson and his assistant

James Topham presented the budget for the jail. He said that they over expended
because they were running two jails for a while. He said that they budgeted for 3 new
correction officers and one part-time nurse and maintenance person. Rep. Babson asked
if several problems with the construction had been taken care of and was told that they
have been fixed. He spoke several times in favor of the money being saved by the nurse.
The new part-time nurse would work weekends and nights. Rep. Mock asked why so
many correction officers were needed. He was told that it takes four or five for a shift,
because it is a big building. Rep. Chandler was told that there are presently 51 inmates
and 73 beds. Reps. asked a number of questions about the large increase in the electric
and heating expense. Rep. Chandler asked for a breakdown of the salaries on paper. Mr.
Robinson said that the vehicle maintenance is on two leftover cruisers. Rep. Stevens
asked to have the salary breakdown, so it could be compared to last year's. Rep. Babson
questioned the telephone expense of $21,951. He was told that included $17,000 for
new poles. He also asked where the income for the prisoners' education is and was told
by Com. Webster that it is in the unexpended account.
In regards to the Farm, Rep. Chandler made the point that the expenses of the farm are
now two times the income. Rep. Babson suggested that there was a better way to look
at it.
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Greg Froton discussed the Nursing Home budget category by category. He said that the
nursing home did very well in the recent evaluation. They have 103 patients now. He
said that they need to begin feasibility studies to plan for the future. The initial thought
is that the housing will all be in a new part of the building, because the rooms are too
small, the corridors too narrow, and there is no storage space.

Rep. Chandler asked about $50,000 in Capital Reserve. The majority of the $900,000
increase comes from health insurance increases, wages, and food costs. Mr. Froton said

that the home is very labor intensive; one-third of the patients need total care. The
Medicare rate is now $127.13, but these change. There are 25 private patients who pay
$140, and the rest are Medicare patients. Mr. Froton said that the nursing home has a
103 bed license. Because the population in Carroll County consists of 17.1% over sixtyfive, by 2010-11 there will not be enough beds. He said that for nonunion positions
salaries will go up 14%. Reps. asked if anything could be done about the big increase
in health insurance costs. He said that the portion paid by the employees has increased
to 28%. Only full-time employees qualify and they must be married to have a two person
plan. Rep. Olimpio questioned the increase in the overtime in the dietary department.
She was told that employees there have longevity and are entitled to longer vacation
time, which increases the need for overtime. Rep. Babson was told that they do use the

rent-a-nurse program extensively, because they are not able to find enough registered
nurses to hire. Mr. Froton noted that there has been a 4% increase in the food costs,

because there is a new manager who has improved the quality of the food. It was noted
that the Revenue for the Nursing Home is going down.
Rep. Chandler asked the Commissioners if they had a response to a letter signed by all
of the Reps. about the need to lower the increases in the budget, saying that the present
increases are unconscionable. Rep. Mock suggested separating out the fixed costs, so the
others could be studied. Com. Sorensen replied that taxes were kept about the same,
while expenses were rising. The taxes should have been increasing slowly.

Sheriff Carr asked to speak to the Delegation about a medical insurance concern. He
said that the Sheriff Dept. gets their insurance through the Teamsters' Union of which
they are a member. Because of a disagreement over back payments, the Union has
notified the Sheriff's Department that they intend to cancel the insurance March Ist. He
asked what direction he should pursue. The Commissioners will consult with their
attorney. Rep. Merrow called for agreement that an injunction should be sought, and the
members were in agreement.
Rep. Mock asked that the delegates divide into groups to study the budget.
The meeting was adjourned in a motion by Rep. Merrow, seconded by Rep. Stevens at
12:00 P.M.

Respectfully Submitted,
Donald R. Philbrick
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MARCH 1, 2004
Carroll County Administrative Building
Present:

Representatives

McConkey,

Merrow,

Patten, Chandler,

Mock,

Olimpio,

Philbrick, Brown,

Hatch,

Dickinson,

Derby, Stevens, Kenney,

and

Babson.

County

Commissioners Webster, Sorensen, and Lyman.

Chairman Patten opened the meeting at 9:03 A.M.
She began by referring to a letter to the Delegation members from the Commissioners
announcing that the county received $422,160 in proportionate share money from
Medicare to be entered as Nursing Home revenue. A $45,000 County Attorney grant will
be discussed later.
Rep. Hatch said that he wants to look at the budget item by item, and that he is ashamed
that there is no budget yet. He was told that the deadline is March 31, at which time they
will have voted on a budget.

Rep. Chandler asked if there was a surplus of $862,190 from the last budget. The
Commissioners agreed, but said that they were waiting to hear from the auditors. He said
that he would like to use $ 400,000 to reduce taxes and still keep the recommended

10%. The
high was
he began
hiring no

Commissioners reminded the delegation that the reason the interest was so
that they were getting interest from the bond money. Rep. Chandler said that
with the premise that they wanted to decrease the budget. He recommended
new employees.

Rep. Merrow said that there are many fixed costs that cannot be slashed. Rep. Dickinson
said that they would go over the budget part by part.

It was stated that the Commissioners' budget is up $25,000. Rep. Chandler
recommended reducing the Business Office salaries by $4,500 and cutting $3,000 from
the Computer line item, which the Commissioners said was to purchase a new payroll
program.
Rep. Hatch asked what percent each of the three proposals would cut from the budget,
but all three sponsors said that they did not use percents. Rep. Derby said that he
suggested raising the County Attorney's budget by cutting out the farm. Rep. Hatch then
proposed passing the budget as is, but take a percent of it to put in a contingency fund
to use only if needed. Rep. Dickinson said that this is his thirtieth budget and the only
way to do it is to go over it line by line.
Rep. Chandler made a motion to cut line .008, Business Office Salaries, to $53,927
which allows a 5% raise on last year's expenditures. Rep. Olimpio seconded the motion.
The motion passed 10-2.
Rep. Merrow made a motion to cut $2,000 from line item .017, Education and
Conferences. Several Representatives spoke in favor of education and the motion failed
5-7.
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Rep. Babson made a motion to cut line .070, Travel Expense, from $7,000 to $4,000.

Rep. Merrow seconded the motion and it passed 13-0.
Several Reps. spoke of the large increase in Ossipee Town Taxes.

Rep. Stevens made a motion to reduce line .096, Unincorporated Places Expenses, from
$1,000 to 0. Rep. Philbrick seconded the motion and it passed 9-4.
Rep. Babson made a motion to cut item .097 New Equipment from $1,500 to $300
when he found out that it was to purchase a voice mail chip. Rep. Dickinson agreed
wholeheartedly and seconded the motion. The motion passed 11-2.

Rep. Chandler made a motion to leave the Treasurer's Budget as is. Rep. Stevens
seconded the motion and it carried.
Rep. Chandler made a motion to leave Special fees and Services at $10,000. Rep.
Stevens seconded the motion and it passed unanimously.
Reps. asked several questions about water works. There were a number of questions
about the backhoe. Rep. Olimpio made a motion to table the Water Works budget. Rep.
Merrow seconded the motion and the vote was 12-1 in favor. In explaining high costs,
the Commissioners' said that they need to purchase a generator. When questioned about
where the money would come from, it was explained that there were encumbered funds.
The Reps. asked to see a list of encumbered funds.

County Attorney Robin Gordon presented copies of the Attorney's budget requests, as
she was asked to do at the last meeting. There will be expenses connected with moving
to the Administrative Building. She is asking for a new part-time administrative assistant,
which was not approved by the Commissioners. Initially the person is needed to get all
the boxes of files organized in the new building. The Commissioners said that there is
currently a person working for eighty hours on the files, and $20,000 is in the
administrative building budget for the move. Com. Webster handed out a revised
Attorney budget worksheet showing the one year grant money. A discussion ensued
about the effect of the grant on next year's budget. Chairman Patten asked for a copy of
the grant information.
Rep. Chandler made a motion to adopt line .007, Salary-Secretary at $25,800. Rep.
Dickinson seconded the motion and it carried.
Rep. Derby made a motion to adopt $ 75,000 for line .008, Salary-Assistant Attorney.
Rep. Merrow seconded the motion and it carried with one vote in opposition.
Rep. Chandler made a motion to reduce the figure in line .012, Medical Insurance, to

$17,610. Rep. Dickinson seconded the motion and everyone voted in favor.
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Rep. Derby made a motion to adopt $10,400 for line .005, Salary-Part Time. Rep.
Olimpio seconded the motion and it carried 10-2.

Rep. Derby made a motion on the Education and Conferences line item, but it did not
receive a second.
Rep. Chandler made a motion to reduce .027, Autopsy Expense, $12,750 to $10,750.
The motion was seconded and passed.

Rep. Dickinson made a motion to reduce .028, Criminal Case Expense, from $8,000 to
$4,000. Rep. Hatch seconded the motion and then withdrew his second. Rep. Stevens
seconded the motion and it carried, 11-1.
Rep. Derby made a motion to increase Travel from $1500 to $2000. After the motion was
seconded, the vote was 11-1 in favor.

Rep. Chandler made a motion to approve $241,674 without the grant. Rep. Dickinson
seconded the motion, and it carried 9-3. Rep. Dickinson made a motion to reconsider
the vote, which was seconded by Rep. Stevens, and carried.

Rep. Dickinson then made a motion to approve $253,674. Rep. Dickinson seconded the
motion, and it carried, 11-1.

Karen Hebert presented the Victim/Witness budget request. Rep. Merrow made a motion
to adopt $61,965 for the Victim/Witness Program, which includes benefits for the full

time secretary. Rep. Dickinson seconded the motion, and it passed.

Rep. Merrow made a motion that in November the Chairman appoint a delegate for
each department, so that at least one delegate will be more familiar with each budget.
Rep. Kenney seconded the motion. It carried 11-1. Rep. Chandler said that it is the
Commissioner's responsibility to make the budget. Rep. Stevens said that it is easier to
ask more questions in small groups. Rep. Mock said that the delegation should get away
from micromanaging the budget, so they should have cut a percent, not line by line.

Rep. Hatch said that he would like to study the feasibility of having a full time County
Attorney. He made a motion that the Chairman name a subcommittee to study the
feasibility of making the County Attorney position a full time position. Rep. Dickinson
seconded it and the motion carried 7-4.
The chairman recessed the meeting until 9:00AM Monday March 8, 2004.

Respectfully Submitted,
Donald R. Philbrick
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MARCH 15, 2004
Carroll County Administrative Building
Present: Representatives Patten, Chandler, Philbrick, Brown, Derby, Stevens, Kenney,
McConkey, Merrow, Mock, Olimpio, Dickinson, and Babson. County Commissioners
Webster, Sorensen, and Lyman.

Chairman Patten opened the meeting at 9:00 A.M.

Rep. Mock told the group that judges want some photos from the old court put up in the
new courthouse.

The budget discussion began with the Registry of Deeds. Rep. Chandler questioned the
large salary increase. Rep. Chandler made a motion to reduce the salary line to
$175,872, a 5% increase. Rep. Mock seconded the motion and it carried.
Rep. Dickinson made a motion to approve the amount of $1,222,956 for the Sheriffis
Department. Rep. Philbrick seconded the motion. Rep. Chandler said that they need to
look more closely because the bottom line of the budget is too high. He does not want
to see any new people in the budget. Rep. Mock said that he would like to see one new
deputy, but no new secretaries. Rep. Merrow asked if the new deputy would reduce the
overtime, but the Sheriff said that there is too much regular work and the Special
Deputies are often bailiffs, which increases the revenues. Rep. Chandler made an
amendment to reduce overtime to $40,000 and Special Deputies to $115,000. Rep.
Stevens seconded the amendment. The vote was 2 opposed and all the rest in favor. Rep.
Babson asked why the secretaries’ salaries were so high.
Rep. Babson made a motion to remove the K-9 expense. Rep. Mock seconded the
motion. The motion failed, after a lengthy discussion. Rep. Chandler made a motion to
approve $1,176,828 for the Sheriffis Department. Rep. Stevens seconded the motion and
it carried with 2 opposed.
Rep. Merrow asked the Sheriff about the status of the insurance dispute. The Sheriff said
that he was told to resolve the issue, so he is paying insurance for two people who do
not need it. Coms. Lyman and Sorensen said that they would not sign the bill sent to the
county for 72% of the insurance for all the members of the Sheriffis Department. Com.
Webster is concerned about the legal fees. The advice of the Reps. was to wait and see.

Rep. McConkey made a motion to approve the Dispatch Center budget of $ 514,337.
Rep. Philbrick seconded the motion. Rep. Stevens made a motion to reduce the overtime
budget to $15,000. Rep. Derby seconded the motion. The motion passed with one
opposing vote. Rep. Mock made a motion to reduce the Salary Dispatch, line .006 to
$268,560. Rep. Babson seconded the motion. The motion failed on a hand vote, 5-8.

Rep. Chandler made a motion that the figure be $274,945, saying that it would be
enough to do what the Sheriff wants to do. Rep. Mock seconded the motion. The vote
was 4 in favor and 9 opposed, so the motion failed. Rep. Derby made a motion to lower
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the amount in Personal Days to $7000, and Rep. Stevens seconded it. The vote was 103 in favor.
Rep. Dickinson made a motion to lower Salary-Special Dispatchers from $14,040 to
$10,000. Rep. Mock seconded the motion. Everyone voted for the motion.
The figure in the original motion to adopt the total figure has changed to $496,125. The
motion passed 12-1.
Rep. Dickinson made a motion to approve the Medical Referee’s total budget of $6,700.
Rep. McConkey seconded the motion and everyone voted in favor.

Rep. Chandler questioned why in the Administration Building budget, the cost of the full
time maintenance person is more than the contracted services were. The Coms.
explained that he is able to do many of the repairs that required hiring of other people
in the old system. He also supervises the jail inmate workers. The Reps. asked for a
complete accounting of all the expenses concerned with the care of the building.
At 10:45, the chairman recessed the meeting until 9:00AM Monday March 22, 2004.

Respectfully Submitted,

Donald R. Philbrick

MARCH

22, 2004

Carroll County Administrative Building
Present: Representatives Patten, Chandler, Philbrick, Brown, Derby, Stevens, Kenney,
McConkey, Merrow, Mock, Olimpio, Dickinson, and Babson. County Commissioners
Webster, Sorensen, and Lyman.

Chairman Patten opened the meeting at 9:00 A.M.

Com. Sorensen explained the two-year union contract for the jail and the nursing home.
The cost of insurance and the raises were discussed. Of the seventeen employees at the
jail, ten are on the insurance. Of the 79 people working at the Nursing Home, 49 receive
insurance.

Rep. Merrow made a motion to reconsider the vote on salaries for the Registry of Deeds
budget. Rep. McConkey seconded the motion, and it carried, 8-5. Rep. Merrow made a
motion to reinstate the dollar raise for the amount of $187,768. Rep. McConkey
seconded the motion. The motion failed 4-9. Rep. Stevens made a motion to make the
amount $179,976. Rep. Babson seconded the motion and it passed, 13-0.

On the Administration Building budget, Rep. Mock made a motion, seconded by Rep.
Chandler,

to eliminate

all of the custodian
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contracted services budget. After discussion the motion and second were withdrawn.
Rep. Chandler made a motion to reduce the bottom line by $25,000 to $154,731. Rep.
Babson seconded the motion, and it carried, 13-0.

Rep. Dickinson made a motion to recommend $3,314,647 for the Human
Department total. Rep. Chandler seconded the motion and it passed, 13-0.

Services

Rep. Chandler made a motion to reduce the .009 line item in the Maintenance Budget
to $33,000. Rep. Mock seconded the motion, which failed, 5-7. Rep. Philbrick made a

motion to approve $80,851 for the Maintenance Department total. Rep. Derby seconded
the motion and it carried, 8-4.

Rep. Dickinson made a motion to approve the Sewer System total of $ 25,460. Rep.
Philbrick seconded the motion, and it passed.

In the jail budget, questions were asked about the large increase in heating expense and
the need for more employees. After a number of proposals were discussed, Rep. Olimpio
made a motion to reduce the salary line item .009 by $31,811 making it a nine month
line item. Rep. Dickinson seconded the motion. Rep. Chandler made an amendment to
the motion to reduce the salary line item by $93,600, the cost of 3 Correction officers.

Rep. Mock seconded the motion. The motion passed, 7-6. Rep.
further amendment to add one correctional officer for nine months
the figure for line item .009 is $760,611. Rep. McConkey seconded
passed 8-5. A motion to reconsider that item failed. Rep. Dickinson

Dickinson made a
at $22,400, so that
the motion, and it
made a motion to

reduce the electric to $85,000, which did not receive a second. Another motion by Rep.

Dickinson, seconded by Rep. Babson, to lower the electric line item to $100,000 did not
pass. Rep. Chandler made a motion to approve the Jail and House of Corrections total
of $1,553,481. Rep. Mock seconded the motion, and it carried.

Rep. Dickinson made a motion to approve $117,450 for the Farm total. Rep. McConkey
seconded the motion. Rep. Babson amended the motion to remove $1300 from the total
because of a door donation. Rep. Merrow seconded the motion. It passed with a vote of
9-4. Reps. Derby and Chandler expressed concern because the farm is not making
money. Rep. Dickinson made a motion to approve $14,400 for the County Annex
Building total. Rep. McConkey seconded the motion, and it passed. It was noted that
bids to take down the building are due March 31.
Rep. Babson made a motion to approve the Cooperative Extension Services budget of
$178,210. Rep. Merrow seconded the motion, and it passed. Rep. Dickinson made an
amendment to the motion to raise the figure by $5200, but withdrew it.
Rep. Philbrick made a motion to approve the Interest Expense total of $411,881. Rep.
Olimpio seconded the motion, and it carried.

The Long Term Debt total of $742,809 was approved in a motion by Rep. Stevens,
seconded by Rep. Brown, and it passed.
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Rep. Dickinson made a motion to approve the Home and Health Care Service budget of
$40,000. It was seconded by Rep. Chandler and it passed.
The RSVP budget of $24,000 was approved in a motion by Rep. Stevens, seconded by
Rep. Chandler, and it passed...
Rep. Babson made a motion to approve $29,600 for the Conservation District. This was
seconded by Rep. Philbrick, and passed. Rep. Dickinson made a motion to raise the
amount by $34,175 to include 1/2 person, but withdrew it.
Rep. Chandler made a motion to reduce the Revenue Sharing Expenditures to $40,000.
Rep. Mock seconded the motion, and it carried.

The issue of beginning a study of the need for a new Nursing Home was discussed. Rep.
Chandler questioned whether the County should be in the Nursing Home business. Rep.
Philbrick spoke about the subcommittee of the delegation that he chaired. Rep. Brown
asked to be on it.
In attempts to lower the Carroll County Convention total, Rep. Stevens made a motion
to reduce .097 to zero. Rep. Babson seconded the motion which passed. Rep. Babson
made a motion to adopt $6250 total, which was seconded by Rep. Dickinson and
passed.
On the Revenue side, Rep. Dickinson made a motion to raise the hay income to
$24,000. Rep. Dickinson seconded the motion and it passed 8-3.

Mr. Froton explained a change in the Nursing Home Administration budget. .009 should
be $237,500. Rep. Dickinson made a motion to approve $441,791 for the Nursing
Home Administration total. Rep. Stevens seconded the motion, and it carried.

Rep. Dickinson made a motion to approve $1,162,473 for the Nursing Home Dietary
Department total. Rep. Brown seconded it and it carried.
Rep. Chandler remarked on the astronomical figure on the medical insurance line item.
Rep. Dickinson made a motion to approve $3,729,058 for the Nursing Department. Rep.
Philbrick seconded it and it carried.

Rep. Chandler made a motion to approve the Plant Operations total. Rep. Philbrick
seconded it and it carried.
Rep. Chandler made a motion to approve $92,442 for the Laundry Department total.
Rep. Mock seconded it and it carried.

In the Housekeeping Department, Mr. Froton reduced the .052 line item to $30,000.
Rep.Dickinson made a motion to approve $233,444 in the Housekeeping Department
total. Rep. Chandler seconded it and it carried.
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Rep. Chandler made a motion to approve $100,300 for the Physicians and Pharmacy
total. Rep. Philbrick seconded it and it carried.
In the Physical Therapy Department, there was a lengthy discussion about line item
.5190.041, which has increased dramatically. Mr. Froton said that money in the Revenue
Budget Worksheet will return more than it is costing. He also corrected the figure in line
item .009 to $62,920. Rep. Dickinson made a motion to approve $152,627 for the
Physical Therapy total. Rep. Philbrick seconded the motion and it carried.

Rep. Dickinson made a motion to approve the Recreational Therapy total of $262,248.
Rep. Babson seconded the motion and it carried.
Rep. Dickinson made a motion to approve the Social Services Department total of
$101,940. Rep. Brown seconded the motion, and it carried.

The Social Services Department budget total of $74,100 was approved in a motion made
by Rep. Philbrick that was seconded by Rep. Babson, and carried.
There was a great deal of discussion about what to do about the grant received by the
County Attorney's office. Rep. Dickinson made a motion to approve $245,758 as the
Attorney's total. Rep. Mock seconded the motion, and it carried with 2 opposing votes.
On the Revenue Budget worksheet, Rep. Philbrick made a motion to approve $10,000
in line item .036, Unincorporated Places. Rep. Babson seconded the motion and then
withdrew his second. Rep. Brown seconded the motion then. The motion failed 4-6.
Rep. Babson made a motion to reconsider the item, seconded by Rep. Olimpio, and the
motion to reconsider passed. Rep. Babson made a motion to approve line item .036 at
$5,000. Rep. Mock seconded the motion and it passed. On the Expenditure side, Rep.
Brown

made

a motion

to reconsider, which

was

seconded

by Rep. Babson,

and it

passed. Rep. Babson made a motion to approve $5,000 for line item .096. Rep.
Dickinson seconded the motion and it carried.
On the Revenue sheets for Farm Income, Rep. Babson made a motion to increase the
income from the sale of hay from $19,000 to $24,000. It was seconded by Rep.
Dickinson and the motion carried. An attempt to raise the produce income to $2000
failed.
A motion was made by Rep. Dickinson to approve $40,000 for the Capital Reserve
Revenue, .089. This motion was seconded by Rep. Chandler and it carried.
Rep. Brown made a motion to approve $5,008,500 for the Nursing Home Income total.

After discussion, it was decided that the next meeting would be at the call of the chair.
Rep. Dickinson made a motion to recommend to the Carroll County Convention that
they approve the two-year union contract for the jail employees. Rep. Philbrick
seconded the motion and it passed, 6-5.
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Rep. Dickinson also made a motion that the Convention approve the two year union
contract with the Nursing Home employees. Rep. Philbrick seconded the motion and it
passed, 8-3.
Rep. Babson brought up his concerns with the jail overruns, specifically the $40,000
phone system. He said he had a letter from Granger Northern saying that they were told
not to include it by the commissioners. Com. Webster said that she had asked them to
include everything.
A citizen expressing concerns about the jail was told to submit them in writing.
Respectfully Submitted,
Donald R. Philbrick

MARCH 25, 2004
Legislative Office Building/Concord
Present: Reps. Babson, Mock, Chandler, Stevens, Brown, Olympio, McConkey,
Dickinson,
Patten; Commissioners
Webster,
Lyman;
Sorensen;
Sheriff Carr;

Superintendent Dennis Robinson.
Rep. Patten called the executive meeting to order at 9:10 AM. A copy of the updated
budget - Expenditures and Revenue - was handed out. The Chairman reviewed the
changes made at the executive meeting of March 22 line-by-line. No changes were
made to the decisions made at the March 22 meeting, though the Commissioners did
request additional funds for overtime at the jail. Rep. Babson requested that there be a
subcommittee be formed that would explain the Enterprise Fund for the Nursing Home
so that the Delegation would better understand the process.
The amount of accumulated undesignated surplus is $2,109,636.

The unaudited amount of surplus from 2003 is $862,190.
The pro-share funds from the State not accounted for in 2003 is $222,160.
The total amount of unaudited surplus is $3,193,986.
The total expenditures for 2004 are $ 16,112,169.

The amount of surplus that will be used to offset taxes is $1,000,000.
The amount to be raised from taxes is $8,028,693.
MOTION:

Representative Dickinson moved to add $800,000 to the other revenue Item

of 100.9500.007 for a total of $1,000,000 to be used from Surplus to reduce taxes. Rep.
Chandler seconded the motion. MOTION CARRIED unanimously.
MOTION: Representative Dickinson moved to recommend to the Convention that
$800,000 from surplus be added to revenue to reduce the amount of money to be raised
for taxes. Rep. Chandler seconded. MOTION CARRIED unanimously.
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MOTION: Rep. Stevens moved to go into Convention.
MOTION CARRIED unanimously.

Rep. Chandler seconded.

MOTION: Representative Dickinson moved to adopt the expenditures, enterprise funds
and revenues as recommended by the Executive Session with $1,000,000 to be used
from surplus to reduce the amount to be raised by taxes to $8,028,693. Rep. Chandler

seconded. MOTION CARRIED unanimously.
MOTION: Representative Chandler moved to allow the Chairman to make minor
mathematical corrections, if needed, prior to signing the budget forms. Rep. Babson
seconded. MOTION CARRIED unanimously.

MOTION: Representative Chandler moved to come out of Convention. Rep. Stevens
seconded. MOTION CARRIED unanimously.
The Chairman recessed the meeting to Tuesday, March 30, 2004 at 9:00 in Room
301/Legislative Office Building, Concord. The meeting will be posted in Ossipee today
with a notice going in the House Calendar.

Respectfully submitted,
Rep. Betsey Patten, Acting Secretary

MARCH 30, 2004
Legislative Office Building Room 301
Present: Reps. Olymipo, McConkey, Dickinson, Patten, Brown, Chandler, Merrow,
Mock, Babson, Stevens, Philbrick

Chairman Patten opened the recessed hearing and executive session at 9:00 AM:.
MOTION: Rep. Dickinson moved to recommend to the Convention the budget as was
previously discussed on March 22, 2004. Rep. McConkey seconded. MOTION
CARRIED unanimously.

MOTION: Rep. Dickinson moved to go into Convention. Rep. Stevens seconded.
MOTION CARRIED unanimously.
MOTION: Rep. Dickinson moved that the Convention accept the recommendation of
the Executive Committee as written in Exhibit A, Budget and Statement of Appropriations
and Estimate of Revenue - County - For Carroll County, dated March 30, 2004. Rep.
McConkey seconded. MOTION CARRIED unanimously.
Rep. Babson discussed sending a letter to the County Commissioners stating that the
second garage door, for enclosing the Sheriff's vehicle that was proposed in the farm
budget, not come out of the farm budget. Chairman Patten noted that the amount had
af.
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been deleted from the farm budget. Rep. Babson wanted a copy of the Delegation
minutes sent to the Sheriff regarding the discussion and the intention of the Delegation
that the garage door come out of donations, not the budget.

MOTION: Rep. Dickinson moved to clarify and affirm the action the Delegation took
when we voted to take the $1300 garage door out of the budget. Rep. Babson seconded.
MOTION CARRIED 6-5.

MOTION: Rep. Babson moved that the Sheriff pay for the $1300 garage door be paid by
donations, not out of the budget. Rep. Dickinson seconded. MOTION DEFEATED 2-9.
MOTION: Rep. Merrow moved that the fourteen pictures hanging in the former Superior
Court in Ossipee be put in storage. Rep. Chandler seconded. MOTION CARRIED
unanimously.
MOTION: Rep. Mock moved to have a complete inventory taken of all the contents of
the vault and the building of the former Superior Court in Ossipee, and when the County
takes possession of the building all the items on the inventory shall be the property of
Carroll County. Rep. Chandler seconded. MOTION CARRIED unanimously.

MOTION: Rep. Dickinson moved to come out of Convention. Rep. Stevens seconded.
MOTION CARRIED unanimously.
MOTION; Rep. Dickinson moved to adjourn at 9:30 AM. Rep. Stevens seconded.
MOTION CARRIED unanimously.
Respectfully submitted,

Rep. Betsey Patten, Acting Secretary

APRIL 19, 2004
Carroll County Administrative Building
Present: Representatives Patten, Philbrick, Brown, Stevens, Kenney, McConkey, Merrow,
Mock, Olimpio, Dickinson, and Babson. County Commissioners Webster, Sorensen, and
Lyman

Chairman Patten opened the meeting and handed out the supplemental budget.
Rep. Brown made a motion to go into Convention to approve minutes. Rep. Stevens

seconded the motion and it carried. Rep. Dickinson made a motion to approve the
minutes of Dec. 17, 2003, Feb. 16, 2004, and Mar. 1, 15, 22, 25, 30, 2004. Rep. Brown

seconded the motion and it carried. Rep. Brown made a motion to come out of
Convention. Rep. Stevens seconded it and the motion carried.
Now in Executive session, Com. Webster presented the Supplemental Budget. Rep.
Dickinson made a motion to approve $92,500 to pay for the demolition of the old jail
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out of surplus funds. The motion was seconded for discussion. The need for a clerk of the
works was discussed. Up to $3000 will be spent, so this makes the amount to be spent
up to $95,500. Rep. Babson asked to table the motion, so there will be time for
discussion. Chairman Patten said there would be no decision until everyone was
comfortable. Rep. Merrow asked about the fill and why the bid was so much less than
the others were. Com. Sorensen said that the company would recycle a lot of the
material. They plan to backfill with soil from the site for fill.

Rep. Mock asked that their references be checked. Rep. Babson said that he wanted to
have the project tied up tight. Com. Sorensen said that the bid covered all of the
expenses. Rep. Merrow said they should have in writing that any additional soil needed
must be brought in by the company. The land must be graded up to level. Rep. Dickinson
made a motion to table the last motion until they get more specific information. Rep.
Brown seconded the motion and it carried. Rep. McConkey said that he would call Com.
Murray for a recommendation from the DOT.
The next item for consideration was the salaries of the elected officials beginning with
the Commissioners. It was explained that they are asking for each Commissioner to get
$10,000. This would be $100 more for the chairman and $1,000 more for each of the

other two Commissioners. Rep. Babson made a motion to increase the salaries of the
commissioners by $500 each to maintain the Chairman advantage differential. Rep.
Stevens seconded the motion. Although several Representatives spoke in favor of the
motion, it failed 8-3. Rep. Brown made a motion to accept the Commissioners' request.
of $10,000 each for the biennium. Rep. Dickinson seconded the motion. It carried 101 with Babson voting in opposition.
Rep. Dickinson made a motion to untable the supplemental budget item. Rep. Babson
seconded the motion, and everyone voted in favor. Rep. Dickinson repeated his motion
to approve $92,500 for the demolition of the old jail and up to $3000 for a clerk of the
works. Rep. Babson amended the motion to include it subject to receiving written
agreement about the fill. Rep. Dickinson accepted the amendment. Rep. Merrow
seconded the motion and everyone voted in favor. The motion read that the delegation
accept Bid #2 to take up to $95,500, not to exceed $92,500 and up to $3000 for the

Clerk of the Works out of surplus.

The Register of Deeds requested a salary increase from $35,000 to $37,000. Rep.
Dickinson made a motion to approve $37,000 for the biennium. Rep. Brown seconded
the motion. Rep. Mock said that this is too high a percentage. Rep. Babson said that
there should be a two-step salary in case the Register of Deeds is not reelected. Rep.
Dickinson made a motion to leave the freshman figure as it is and raise the present
Register's salary to $37,000. Rep. Brown seconded the motion. Rep. Mock made an
amendment for the new inexperienced register to receive $33,000. Rep. Merrow
seconded the motion, and it passed 6-5. Rep. Mock said that they should talk about the
job, but Merrow said they should pay more for experience. A motion for $33,000 and
$37,000 failed 6-5. A motion was made by Rep Mock for $36,000, and seconded by
Rep. Stevens. Rep. Dickinson made an amendment for $36,500, which was seconded

by Rep. McConkey, failed 6-5. The motion by Rep. Mock for $36,000 passed, 11-0,
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Sheriff Carr presented a two-tier salary request. Rep. McConkey made a motion that the
salary for a not previously elected Sheriff be $45,000 for 2005 and $50,000 for 2006
and the salary for the incumbent be $60,000 for 2005 and $ 62,000 for 2006. Rep.
Philbrick seconded the motion. Rep. Babson said that this far exceeded the 5%. Much
discussion followed. Rep. Olimpio said that the salary should be one figure for the
biennium. Sheriff Carr said that his department has more criminal cases than the other
counties. Rep. Olimpio made a motion to table the present motion. Rep. Mock seconded
the motion and it carried, 6-4. Rep. Olimpio made a motion to approve one figure for
the biennium. Rep. Babson seconded the motion. The vote was 11-0 in favor. Rep.
Olimpio made a motion to take the tabled motion off the table. Rep. Mock seconded the
motion and it passed. Rep. Philbrick made a motion that the salary for a not previously
elected sheriff be $47,500 and $61,000 for the presently elected sheriff. Several
Representatives said that the figures were too high. Rep. Stevens made a motion to lower
the salary of the previously elected sheriff to $55,000. Rep. Brown seconded the motion
and it failed 5-6. The delegation then voted on the motion for $47,500 and $51,000,

which failed 5-6. Rep. Mock made a motion to pay $50,000 for any sheriff's salary for
two years. The motion was seconded by Rep. Babson and failed 5-6. Rep. Merrow made
a motion for $57,500 flat for two years. Rep. McConkey seconded the motion which was
tabled briefly.
After a short break, Rep. McConkey reported that Com. Murray of DOT recommended
the All Ways Company. A motion by Philbrick, seconded by Dickinson, to bring the last
motion back, passed. The motion for $57,500 passed 6-5.
Rep. Patten reviewed the motions, including $4,500 for the Treasurer and $59,000 for

the County Attorney.

Rep. Dickinson made a motion to come out of Executive Session to recommend to the
Convention the amount of $95,500 to come out of surplus. Rep. Merrow seconded the
motion. It passed with one vote in opposition. Rep. Dickinson made a motion to
authorize the Commissioners to sign the contract with All Ways, which was bid #2,
$92,500, with written affirmation of the fill. Rep. Brown seconded the motion, and
everyone voted in favor.
Rep. Dickinson moved that the Convention accept the recommendation of the Executive
Committee for the salary increases for the Commissioners, the Treasurer, the Sheriff, the

Register of Deeds, and the County Attorney for the biennium. Rep. Merrow seconded the
motion, and it carried with Reps. Mock and Babson voting in opposition.
Rep. Mock made a motion to come out of Convention. Rep. Brown seconded it and the
motion carried.
Com. Lyman brought up the need to appropriate money to run the old courthouse, while
the county owns it. Rep. Patten said that an inventory would be done of the vault and
the building. Rep. Mock said that he would like to see the inventory. Rep. Merrow said
that the items will be put in storage, but the deed can still be signed. The vault will be
empty, as all documents will be moved. Rep. Merrow made a motion that the
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Commissioners are to sign the deed, make the inventory, and store the clock and the

artwork, which are the property of the county. Rep. McConkey seconded the motion. On
a roll call vote, the motion did not pass, 5-5. Rep. Merrow made a motion to reconsider,
which was seconded by Rep. McConkey. The vote was 7-3 to reconsider. Another roll
call vote was taken, which passed the motion, 7-4. Rep. Dickinson made a motion to go
into Convention, which was seconded by Rep. McConkey, and passed unanimously.
Rep. Dickinson made a motion to accept the recommendation of the Executive
Committee to sign the deed, inventory the contents, and store the clock and the artwork.

Rep. McConkey seconded the motion and it passed 7-4. Rep,Mock spoke of the horrible
injustice done to other historical societies in the county. Rep. Dickinson made a motion
to come out of Convention, which was seconded by Rep. McConkey and passed.
Rep. Dickinson made a motion to recess to the call of the chair. Rep. Merrow seconded
it and it passed.

Respectfully Submitted,
Donald R. Philbrick

AUGUST 9, 2004
Administration Building/Ossipee
Present:

Reps. Patten, Philbrick,

Dickinson,

Babson,

Brown,

Mock,

Olympio;

Cmrs.

Webster, Sorensen, Lyman.

MOTION: Rep. Dickinson moved to go into Convention. Rep. Philbrick seconded.
MOTION CARRIED unanimously.
MOTION: Rep. Dickinson moved to approve the minutes of the April 19, 2004 minutes
that included the supplemental budget authorizing the Commissioners to take up to
$95,500 with $92,500 for the demolition of the old jail and up to $3000 for the Clerk
of the Works. Rep. Philbrick seconded. MOTION CARRIED unanimously.
Rep. Dickinson requested that the Commissioners write a letter of recommendation to
the “Always Wrecking” company to the remarkable job they accomplished in the
demolition of the jail.

MOTION: Rep. Dickinson moved to come out of Convention. Rep. Philbrick seconded.
MOTION CARRIED unanimously.
The Delegation went into non-public session to discuss pending litigation at 9:20 am.
The Delegation came out of non-public session at 10:05 am. No decisions were made
in the non-public session.

Respectfully submitted,
Rep. Betsey Patten, Acting Secretary
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SEPTEMBER 27, 2004
Carroll County Administration Building
Present: Representatives Patten, McConkey, Mock, Dickinson, Merrow, Brown, Kenney,

Stevens, and Babson. County Commissioners Lyman, and Sorensen.

Chairman Patten opened the meeting Monday, September 27 at 9:10 AM.

Chairman Patten said that the next meeting on November 8th would be to review the
third quarter budget. On Wednesday November 8th at 9:00AM the new delegation
would reorganize and at 9:30 do the budget.
Chairman Patten initiated discussion of the second quarter budget with the Revenue
printout which ended June 30, 2004. A question was asked about why the Sheriff's

income is so low. It was learned that he recently made a large deposit. Rep. Mock
brought up a recent court decision regarding the Sheriff's duties. The Delegation would
like a copy to review. Delegates questioned why the jail income was down and were
told that it is not a source of much revenue. The farm budget was good with hay selling
at $3.50 a bale and wood for $165 a cord delivered. The overall average is 49% for
Revenues. A question was asked about the work being done for Hale's Location. Com.
Lyman said it was going well, and gave a summary of what has been done.
On the Expenditure side of the budget, a question was asked about the overspending for
Special Fees and Services caused by the auditors and the Tax Anticipation Note. Com.
Lyman said that the Water Works needs a change in the laws to include the county
system to straighten out the problem. She said there are lower costs with the new system.
They need a generator and storage. Rep. Babson asked how the costs for water were
divided up among the parts of the facility. Com. Lyman said that they would like to put
in individual meters. Under Administration Building, Com. Sorensen said that item .029,
zeroed out by the Delegation, was used to pay elevator and boiler inspections. In the Jail
budget the phone system caused the new equipment item to be so high. The punch list
of things to be done can be extended until it is settled. Reps. were concerned about
problems in the jail budget and asked to see the minutes by month. Com. Lyman said
that there were overtime expenses. Getting people in and out of jail took a long time. A
jail subcommittee was formed, consisting of Reps. Babson, Dickinson, and Kenney and

Com. Lyman. The Coms. will be meeting about the jail Wed. September 29th at 9
o'clock. Com. Lyman suggested that one or two come because it's a small space. Com.
Sorensen asked that they give the commissioners time. Reps. Dickinson and Mock
recommended keeping in touch over the jail issues, but not overstepping their bounds.
Under Cooperative Extension Services Rep. Babson brought up the issue of the
secretaries’ salaries. He said that this is the only county with UNH employees. Chairman
Patten said that the Delegation can only control the bottom line of that budget, but it
could be a suggestive vote. Com Sorensen said that he is spending money to get the
Nursing Home patients out for recreation.
Rep. Mock made a motion to go into Convention. The motion was seconded by Rep.
Brown and carried. Rep. Dickinson made a motion to approve the minutes of August 9,
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2004. Rep. Merrow seconded the motion, and it carried. Rep. Mock made a motion to
come out of convention. It was seconded by Rep. Brown and it carried.

Rep. Babson asked about county employees using county cars for personal use. There
was a discussion of how the Help America Vote Act would affect Carroll County.
Rep. Dickinson made a motion that the County Delegation not approve funds for Police
Officers to be at the polls. Rep. Babson seconded the motion and it carried.

Rep. Mock asked how the transfer of the old courthouse was coming. He was told that
the state has not released it yet.
Rep. Merrow asked how new Fire Marshall recommendations would affect towns.
Rep. Mock made a motion to adjourn at 10:55. Rep. Stevens seconded the motion and
it carried.

Respectfully Submitted,
Donald R. Philbrick

NOVEMBER 8, 2004
Carroll County Administration Building
Present: Representatives Patten, McConkey, Olimpio, Philbrick, Dickinson, Merrow,
Brown, Kenney, Stevens, and Babson. County Commissioners Lyman, and Sorensen.

Chairman

Patten

opened

the meeting

Monday,

November

8 at 9:05

AM.

She

congratulated the reelected representatives, and welcomed newly-elected David Knox
from Wolfeboro.

Rep. Dickinson made a motion to go into Convention. Rep. Stevens seconded the
motion, and it carried. Rep. Stevens made a motion to approve the minutes of the
September meeting. Rep. Merrow seconded the motion, and it carried. Rep. Dickinson
made a motion to come out of Convention. Rep. Stevens seconded the motion and it
carried.

Rep. Brown explained a law passed in 2000 which provides incentive funds (6% of the
General Budget) for the prevention of juvenile crime. She attended the selection
committee meeting to replace Rep. Mock. Nonprofit organizations that help prevent
juvenile crime apply for funds. Carroll County had about $133,000 to distribute this
year. Com. Lyman explained how the process worked. Organizations get one quarter of
the money within ten days and then they must file reports with Mr. Painter to get the
other three quarters. Rep. Brown said that 13 organizations were given 15 minutes to
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present their request. Then the committee made the decisions about the allotment of the
funds. Chairman Patten said that she would get copies of the administrative rules for the
delegates.
Chairman Patten initiated discussion of the third quarter budget with the Revenue
Printout. Several delegates talked about the need for the Sheriff's revenues to be kept up
to date. Com. Sorensen said the Commissioners have encouraged the Sheriff to get the
money in on a monthly basis. Large amounts of revenue in the General Fund came from
insurance refunds and a drug rebate. The farm Revenues were good; they produced
13,000 bales of hay and are selling wood for $165 a cord delivered. Bricks and granite
are for sale from the old Annex Building. The Chairman said that she would see that each
town got a brick. The overall average is 79 for Revenues.
On the Expenditure side of the budget, the overspending for Special Fees and Services
was Caused by the additional government audit. The overtime expenditure for the jail is
high, because they don't have enough employees. Training for two Correctional Officers
is included for the $1500 dues. Because it is so expensive, seven will be trained inhouse. They may not receive certification, although we employ the same trainer.
The county received $481,954.32 in Revenue. The Commissioners wanted to see the
money put into Capital Reserve. Rep. Patten said that it should be put into the operating
budget to offset property taxes. Rep. Babson made a motion to that effect, which he later
rescinded. Rep. Merrow said perhaps it should be put into Capital Reserve for a new
Nursing Home. Rep. Patten reminded the delegates to be sure they used it where it
should go.
David Babson made a motion to accept $481,954.32 and put it in the general operating
funds. Rep. Dickinson made an amendment saying the funds are to be used for future
expenses related to the Nursing Home. Rep. Merrow seconded the motion. The
amendment passed 9-1, and the amended motion passed unanimously.
Chairman Pattern commended Rep. Mock on his twelve years of service. The delegation
unanimously agreed to send him a card. She also reminded members of the
Reorganization meeting on December 8th.

Rep. Merrow asked that one person be assigned to each budget area.
Rep. Philbrick made a motion that the meeting recess to the call of the chair. Rep.
Stevens seconded the motion, and it carried.

Respectfully Submitted,
Donald R. Philbrick
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DECEMBER 8, 2004
Carroll County Administrative Building
Present: Representatives Patten, Dickinson, Babson, Philbrick, Stevens, Olympio,
Merrow,
McConkey,
Chandler,
Buco, Ahlgren,
Knox,
and Martin.
County
Commissioners Webster, Sorensen, and Lyman.

Chairman Patten convened the meeting at 9:00 in the Delegation Conference Room.

Chairman Patten opened the meeting with the organization of the Delegation.
Rep. Dickinson nominated Rep. Patten for Chairman. Rep. Merrow seconded the
motion, and it carried. Chairman Patten asked for nominations for Vice-Chairman. Rep.
Stevens nominated Rep. Dickinson. Rep.Chandler seconded the motion, and it carried.
Rep. Chandler nominated Rep. Philbrick for the office of clerk. Rep. Stevens seconded
it, and it carried.

Rep. Dickinson asked all members to fill out the information sheet and obtain a loose
leaf notebook to keep the paperwork all together. He said that they would begin to look
at the budget in January. They will hold hearings on sections of the budget. Everyone
around the table introduced themselves.
Com. Webster read down through the income figures in the proposed 2005
Commissioners’ budget. In response to a question from Rep. Chandler, she said that
there is a 36.5% increase in the amount to be raised by taxes. Com. Webster read down
through the expenses, briefly explaining what they include. There were a few questions
to which Chairman Patten responded that it would all be explained as they go along. She
referred to the MS42, a form required by DRA which contains the same information. She

said that budget hearings would start in January. An orientation session and a tour will
be held on Dec. 29th at 9:00 AM. She also explained the Executive Session vs
Convention, where all final voting is done.

Rep. Merrow reminded the delegation that members would be assigned to budget areas.
Although the list is not complete, several Reps. volunteered: Sheriff's Department, Reps.
Babson, Stevens, and McConkey,

Health and Human

Services, Rep. Martin, Regional

Appropriations, Reps. Dickinson and Merrow.
In response to several specific questions, Chairman Patten said that they would look at
issues as they come up in the budget process.

Deputy Treasurer Ann Aiton asked for permission to borrow funds.
Rep. Dickinson made a motion to come out of Executive Session and into Convention.
Rep. Philbrick seconded the motion and it carried. Rep. Dickinson made a motion to
authorize the Treasurer to borrow $300,000 for Hale's Location operation fund and to
borrow up to $10,000,000 for Carroll County in anticipation of taxes for the year of
2005. Rep. Stevens seconded the motion and it carried. Rep. Philbrick made a motion
to go out of Convention. Rep. Stevens seconded the motion and it carried.
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Rep. Merrow expressed his dissatisfaction with the lack of progress the Historical Society
has had in getting the Old Courthouse. The Coms. said that the original deed has been
recorded by the state. Now, it officially belongs to the County. The Coms. are concerned
because they do not have money in the budget to heat the building this winter. Members
of the Historical Society are anxious to get in to inspect the building. Barry Hill, the
President, explained the problems he has had getting estimates on costs to repair or
replace the slate roof. The County is now paying for the insurance on the building, but
doesn't have funds for repairs. Rep. Babson made a motion which was seconded by Rep.
Stevens to hire someone to winterize the building, not to exceed $1000. They withdrew
the motion and second in favor of the following motion.

Rep. Chandler made a motion that the County Commissioners and the Historical Society
work out any arrangements. The Historical Society may pay the expenses of the building,
and if they are unable to keep it, it would revert back to the county, and the county could
reimburse the Historical Society from any future sale. Rep. Dickinson seconded the
motion. After more discussion which clarified the advisory intentions of the Delegation
members to the Commissioners and present Historical Society members, Rep. Merrow
moved the question. There was unanimous agreement in favor of the motion by Rep.
Chandler. The meeting was adjourned at 10:40 AM.
Respectfully Submitted,
Donald R. Philbrick
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CARROLL COUNTY TREASURER’S REPORT
During the year ending December 31, 2004, the funds under the jurisdiction
of the Treasurer’s Office were invested where the County would receive the
maximum interest at the time of investment and re-investments that were available at
that time. All accounts are insured or collateralized.

I thank the Commissioners, Department Heads, and especially the girls in
the Commissioners’ Office, Kathleen Garry, Katheryn Armstrong, Patricia Crowley
and the Assistant Treasurer, Ann P. Aiton, for all their cooperation throughout the
year.

The percentage

proportion

of the towns

in Carroll County

was

as

follows:

CARROLL COUNTY
County

Tax Apportionment

SRC
repor titiice aaa
en
Alban

nD

$ 65,303

Bartlett
Brookfield

0.8596%

60/0 13a i

Chatham

0.4015%

S237

11.0675%

888,573

Conwa

Eaton
Effingham
Freedom
Hale's Location
Hart's Location
Jackson
Madison
Moultonboro
Ossipee
Sandwich
Tamworth
Tuftonboro
Wakefield
Wolfeboro

eee
a
5151029 6931
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Bank & Type of Account

31-Dec-04

Citizens Bank (TAN Account)
Commercial Account

Citizens Bank (MVNH Account)
Laconia Savings Bank Bean

Laconia Savings Bank (HOC)
Laconia Savings Bank Operating
Account & Payroll Account
Laconia Savings Bank (Savings)
(Juvenile Placement)

Laconia Savings Bank (Savings)
(Capitol Reserve)

Laconia Savings Bank (Proshare)
Savings)
Laconia Savings Bank (Savings)
(Surcharge Registry of Deeds)
Laconia Savings (RFLA)

1,000.00

Laconia Savings (Sharing)

4,111.09

Laconia Savings (CDBG)

f, G5 502

Laconia Savings (Operating)
Laconia Savings

(General)

Fleet Bank (TAN Account)

2,116, 910,73

TOTAL

4,610,557.44
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AUDITOR’S REPORT

Exhibit |

COUNTY OF CARROLL, NEW HAMPSHIRE
ACTUAL REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES COMPARED TO LEGALLY ADOPTED BUDGET
GENERAL FUND
GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS

Adopted

Prior
Year's

Supplemental

Approved

Revised

Budget

Encumbrances

Budget

Transfers

Budget

Actual

-

$ 8,028,693

$ 8,028,693

:

1,250,776
55,000
99,720

1,239,054
$5,000
35,254
22,000
85,488

Variance
Favorable

(Unfavorable)

Revenues

Taxes

$ 8,028,693

$

-

$

ie

Charges for Services

Register of Deeds’ Fees

1,250,776

Sheriff's Writ Fees
Sheriff's Other

55,000
99,720

-

Sheriff -US Forestry
Court Bailiffs

23,775
99,710

-

1,528,981

-

Total Charges for Services

-

-

a
:

(11,722)
(64,466)
(1,775)

Rent
Courts

18,207

Interest

142,500

Other
Water Rents
Insurance Refunds
Other

Human Services
Unincorporated Places
Total Other
County Jail
Annex
Rent

67,464

-

(12,077)
3,791
6,855
203,450

=

-

4,100

-

5,000
76,564

:
:

45,000

-

:
:

-

1,430

-

County Farm
Produce
Hay

1,000
24,000

Wood

14,000

Maintenance and Equipment
Miscellaneous
Total County Farm
Fund Balance Used for Prior Year's
Encumbrances
Fund Balance Used to Reduce the
Tax Rate

Total Revenues

-

-

-

-

59,000

-

2,471
48,848
17,210
53,915

84,000
182,000
112,967

-

1,000,000

$ 11,023,375

-

95,500

$

112,967

Sr

95,50008

S

-

“S(1,096,026)
Continued)

GAAP is the budgetary basis used in the preparation ofthis schedule - DRAFT SUBJECT TO ADDITIONS AND DELETIONS.
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Exhibi
(Continued)

» COUNTY OF CARROLL, NEW HAMPSHIRE
ACTUAL REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES COMPARED TO LEGALLY ADOPTED BUDGET
GENERAL FUND
GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS

Prior
Adopted
Budget

Year's
Encumbrances

Supplemental

$

$

Revised
Budget

Budget

Variance
Favorable
(Unfavorable)

Actual

EXPENDITURES

General Government

Commissioners' Office
Treasurer

Special Fees and Services
Water Works

County Attorney
Register of Deeds
Medical Referee

Maintenance of Administration Building
General Maintenance
Sewer System
Regional Appropriation
County Convention

$7)

190,393
6,461
10,000
67,917
245,758
381,207
6,700
154,731
80,851

2,519

$

192,912
6,461

$

5,601

10,000
71,917

43,457

-

245,758

214,605

381,207

373,198

67,408
200

222,139

151,647

81,051

71,251

4,000

6,700

Annex
Total General Government

25,393

6,935

25,460

20,992

93,600

93,600

6,250
14,400

$

166,354

-

26,558
860
(15,393)
28,460
31,153
8,009
(235)
70,492

7,576
10,106

1,357,855

1,190,715

Public Safety

Sheriff
Dispatch Center
Total Public Safety

1,176,828
496,125
1,672,953

1,176,828

1,116,205

:

496,125
1,672,953

468,112
1,584,317

1,553,481

:

1,648,981

1,818,217

116,150

3,950

60,623
28,013

Corrections

County Jail
Farm

120,100

108,654

3,349,537

3,208,730

Human Services

Human Services Department
Capital Outlay

40,000

-

Debt Service - Principal

Principal - Long-Term Debt

742,809

558,084

Debt Service - Interest

Interest on Tax Anticipation Notes
Interest - Long-Term Debt
Total Interest
Total Debt Service
Total Expenditures

80,000

-

80,000

99,768

331,515

295,948

411,515

395,716

1,154,324

953,800

9,343,750

8,864,433

$ 1,888,092

$ 1,271,383

Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues Over

Expenditures

(19,768)
35,567

_S__(616,709)
Continued

GAAP is the budgetary basis used in the preparation of this schedule - DRAFT SUBJECT TO ADDITIONS AND DELETIONS.
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Exhibit |
(Continued)
COUNTY OF CARROLL, NEW HAMPSHIRE
ACTUAL REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES COMPARED TO LEGALLY ADOPTED BUDGET
GENERAL FUND
GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS

Adopied

Prior
Year's

Supplemental

Approved

Revised

Budget

Encumbrances

Budget

Transfers

Budget

Variance
Favorable
Actual

(Unfavorable)

Other Financing Sources (Uses)

Operating Transfers In:
From Special Revenue Funds:
Extension Service

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

,

From Capital Projects:
Capital Reserves
From Enterprise Funds:
County Nursing Home
Total Operating Transfers In

-

:

:

:

-

:
:

:
-

-

-

(178,210)

-

:

:

(178,210)

(174,028)

4,182

(36,965)

-

-

-

(36,965)

(34,882)

2,083

-

-

:

-

-

(1,672,917)
(1,888,092)

-

-

-

(1,672,917)
(1,888,092)

(234,049)
(442,959)

1,438,868
1,445,133

(1,888,092)

-

-

-

(1,888,092)

(442,959)

1,445,133

-

-

-

-

-

=

-

Operating Transfers (Out):
To Special Revenue Funds:
Extension Service
Victim/Witness Grant

To Capital Projects:
To House of Corrections Construction
To Enterprise Funds:
County Nursing Home
Total Operating Transfers (Out)
Total Other Financing Sources (Uses)

Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues Over
Expenditures and other Financing
Sources (Uses)

Fund Balances, Beginning of Year

Fund Balances, End of Year

3,796,296

$_3.796,296_

_$

segs

Sow

Webr:

-

3,796,296

___ = _$_3,796,296_

_$ 4,624,720.

GAAP is the budgetary basis used in the preparation ofthis schedule - DRAFT SUBJECT TO ADDITIONS AND DELETIONS.
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MS-42
REVISED 1998

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
P.O. BOX 487, CONCORD, NH 03302-0487
(603)271-3397

BUDGET
AND
OF APPROPRIATIONS

STATEMENT

AND

ESTIMATE

OF

REVENUE

- COUNTY

For Carroll County
DATE OF CONVENTION:
Mailing Address:

3/30/04

Fiscal Year Ending:

004

Post Office Box 152

Ossipee, NH
Phone #: (603) 539-2428

03864

Fax #: (603) 539-4287

E-Mail:

ccc1840@localnet.com

Per REV rule 2208.01, use this torm to prepare the county budget lor delivery to each member ot the board
ot selectmen or mayor tor each city within the county, and to the Secretary ot State as required by
RSA 24:21-a. Lhis torm is also to be used to report the voted appropriations, as required under RSA 24:24,
to the Secretary of State and to the Commissioner of the Department of Revenue Administration no later
than 30 days atter adopting the budget or supplemental appropriation.

CERTIFICATE OF VOTE
This is to certily that the appropriations entered onthis form are those voted by the county convention.

Chatrmac
Clerk
This torm is computerized.

:

Send us your blank disk @ a selt-addressed, stamped mailer tor a copy of the spreadsheet.
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Budget

-

County

1
Acct.#

agi

of CARROLL

Zz

FY 2004

MS-42

3

4

5

APPROPRIATIONS OR
EXPENDITURES

Appropriations
Previous
Fiscal Year

Expenditures
Previous
Fiscal Year

Proposed Budget
Ensuing Year

2003

12/31/2003

2004

2004

GENERAL GOVERNMENT

XXXXXXXKXK

XXXXXKXXK

XKXXXXXXXKX

XXXXXXKXXK

XXXXXKXXKK

XXKXKXKXXX

feoont

Convention

[Ee

Costs

6
Appropriations
Voted For
Ensuing Year

9370

ee

[4124 [victim witness advocacy Prog
Se
Treasurer

tun
4101

[4155 [rersonnel
Administration
|
rere

|

Maintenance

of

Government

Bldg.

4106-4197
4193-

Other

(specify)

PUBLIC

4170-8200

SAFETY

XXXXXXXXKXK

1,176,828

oi
alia
Beier leeaakelincal ei Dean
[4214 Joneritt's support services
naa] az, zz0of_ as 706_ sts z37] a5
Lp
a
rT
TS PITY Re
CORRECTIONS

XXXXXXXKXX

art lcscseckions

6100

‘aa COUNTY FARM EXPENSE

7100

COUNTY NURSING HOME

HUMAN

SERVICES

XXXXKXXKXXK

1,217,864

1,496,176

103,214

89,506

1,624,681

117,450

XKXKXKXXXKK
1,553,481

116,150

Po. O 0.0. 0.0 oo ¢

2OOCOOOXXSX

=FOCOOOOOOXKK

XXKKKKKKXK

XXXXXXXKXX

XKXXKXKXKXKK

[sea oicece assistance
ats]
a60,605] 3.098.758] a atescar] 3,324,647
|10] RE
ee
|
ee
ee
RTT eeNENCaeeet SANT Bei |«<A |Sls HAMA |Renate” fren nsbem
td DEE,
a
eed eed Sa) Resend
Re reese 2, OES Schost RTL EAS |
ies |Hale any |aren | ae
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Budget

-

County

of CARROLL

FY

2004

MS-42

ak

2

3

4

Acct.#

;
APPROPRIATIONS OR
EXPENDITURES

Appropriations
Previous
Fiscal Year

Expenditures
Previous
Fiscal Year

COOPERATIVE

EXTENSION

=)

6

Proposed Budget
Ensuing Year

Appropriations
Voted For
Ensuing Year

2003

12/31/2003

2004

2004

XXXXXXXXX

XXKKXXXXXKX

XXXKXXKXKXXX

XXXXXKKXXXK

4611

|Administration

8360

173,640

173,640

178,210

178,210

4619

|Other

9180

93,600

93,600

93,600

93,600

9160

750,225

558,084

742,809

742,809

9100

365,881

337,659

331,515

331,515

9100

70,000

66,406

80,000

Conservation

ag ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
DEBT SERVICE
4711

|Principal

Interest

EE

Long-Term

Long-Term

(Specify)

XXXXXXXXKX

Bonds/Notes

Bonds/Notes

INT/TAN

INTERGOVERNMENTAL

NOTES

TRANSFERS

[4000 [ratergovernmental transfers

XXXXXXXXX

|

CAPITAL OUTLAY

ee

Cap Res

XXXXXXXKXX

80,000

XXXXKXKXXK

XXXKXXXXX] ||
XXXXXXKKXK

9285

XKXKXKXXXXX

196000

XXXXXXXXK

196,000

90,000
XXXXXXXKXKX

14,794,500

70

14,739,242

16,430,877

XXXXXKXKXXX

40,000
KRKXXXKXKKK

16,112,169
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Budget

-

County

al

of CARROLL

FY

2004

2
SOURCES

OF REVENUES

Acct.#

ASSESSMENTS/TAXES

IREAI

ifeccien:

Permits,

REVENUE

and

MS-42

3

4

5

Estimated Revenue
Previous
Fiscal Year

Actual Revenue
Previous
Fiscal Year

Estimated Revenue
Ensuing
Fiscal Year

2003

12/31/2003

2004

XXXXXXXXX

xXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXKXXX

Fees

i,
ana! |

FROM THE STATE OF NH

XXXXXXKKK

Seven Gere edicctaSccpcraind vincent SWEAR [NR ca |WE
eterna
ee ei OP
te ee
| a
Ee
gD
RES SS a
Se
ie ae
ee
[aase [scate «rod.rorast tandnein.inUnincorporated Places | Dies OIL
erasera)
(cd Se)
Cama
i aaa

3407

[Maintenance

Department

iaa6) lother (Specify)

REVENUE
ial

ET

350

Interest

lesacs of

i°) ther

on

FROM MISCELLANEOUS

SOURCES

Investments

Property

MISC

(Specify)

XXXXKXXXXXK
9000

132,500

168,991

142,500

8000-8500

63,083

81,853

19,637

4000

4,100

227,467

4,100

Other

OTHER
3912

|Transfer

from

FINANCIAL

Special

Revenue

SOURCES

Funds

REV

xXXXXXKXXX
9500
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Budget

-

County

1

of

CARROLL

FY 2004

2

3

4

S

Estimated Revenue

Actual Revenue

Estimated Revenue

SOURCES OF REVENUES
Acct.#

OTHER

3915

{Transfer

from

FINANCIAL SOURCES

Capital

Reserve

MS-42

cont.

Funds

Previous

Previous

Ensuing

Fiscal Year

Fiscal Year

Fiscal Year

2003

12/31/2003

2004

xXXXXXXXXK

XXXXXXXKXX

XXXXXXKXXK

196,000

196,000

S536 [pecceeae thimtcngstere wotes/sonds aust Nise' ah) oe) | Sa er
|__| FUND BALANCE TO REDUCE TAX RATE

TOTAL REVENUES

‘

AMOUNT TO BE RAISED BY COUNTY TAX

’
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MS-42
REVISED 1998

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
P.O. BOX 487, CONCORD, NH 03302-0487
(603)271-3397

SUPPLEMENTAL

BUDGET

AND

STATEMENT

OF APPROPRIATIONS
AND

ESTIMATE

OF

REVENUE

- COUNTY

For Carroll County
DATE

OF CONVENTION:

Mailing Address:

4/19/2004

Fiscal Year Ending:

2004

Post Office Box 152
Ossipee, NH

Phone #: (603) 539-2428

03864

Fax #: (603) 539-4287

E-Mail:

cccl1840@localnet.com

Per REV rule 2208.01, use this torm to prepare the county budget tor delivery to each member of the board
ot selectmen or mayor tor each city within the county, and to the Secretary of State as required by
RSA 24:21-a. his torm is also to be used to report the voted appropriations, as required under RSA 24:24,
to the Secretary of State and to the Commissioner of the Department of Revenue Administration no later
than 30 days alter adopting the budget or supplemental appropriation.

This is to certily that the appropriations entered a> form are those voted by the county convention,

Chairman
Clerk
This form is computerized.

Send us your blank disk & a selt-addressed, stamped mailer for a copy of the spreadsheet.
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Supplemental

wh

Budget

-

County

of CARROLL

de

FY 2004

MS-42

3

4

EXPENDITURES

Appropriations
Voted For
Fiscal Year

Expenditures
Previous
Fiscal Year

2004

12/31/2003

2004

2004

GENERAL GOVERNMENT

XXXXXXXXKX

XXXXXKKXXX

XXXKXXXXX

XXXXKXKXKX

XXXXXXXXKX

XXXKXKXKXKXX

XXXXXXXXX

XXXXXKKKX

7
APPROPRIATIONS

Acct.#

OR

5
proposed Budget
Supplemental
Year

6
Appropriations
Voted For
Supplemental

4194
41934170-8200

4211

|Sheriff's
Custody

Department

of

Sheriff's
4219

Other

Prisoners

Support

Public

Services

Safet

CORRECTIONS

XXXXXXXKXX

Corrections

6100

COUNTY NURSING

HOME

Ted serene ee
[4439 Jocner weaitn
HUMAN

eas licen

Outside

XXKKKKKKHK

5130-5193
SERVICES

1,553,481

DE

6,239,626

xXXXXXXXXX

Services
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